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What this assessment is about
This infrastructure capability assessment is one of a series of supporting documents that
Infrastructure Victoria (IV) has used to assist them in developing their paper - Laying the
Foundations, Setting objectives and identifying needs for Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure
strategy.
This assessment sets out to:
•

Identify the major assets in the sector and provide the wider context in which assets
operate, including the interconnections between assets, identification of key stakeholders
and current industry trends in the sector

•

Provide a base of quantitative data as a foundation from which IV can start developing
the strategy in relation to asset value, historical and forecast investment, infrastructure
performance and current/future capacity in each sector

•

Identify the future challenges and opportunities associated with the sector, specifically
related to how existing infrastructure can be used to accommodate future demand.

This assessment represents an initial view on infrastructure in the sector and has been
prepared based on publicly available information and in consultation with the stakeholders
with whom we have engaged to date. Data collection has been based on consolidation of
existing and available information as opposed to undertaking new primary research.

This assessment is intended to set the scene for broader discussion and is complemented
by a range of other technical documents available at www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au. It is
IV’s intention that this work serves as one of the platforms for further engagement and
refinement of Victoria’s infrastructure needs as IV progresses its 30 year infrastructure
strategy development further.

What this assessment is not about
This assessment did not seek to and does not identify solutions. It does not propose options
for meeting Victoria’s infrastructure needs or make recommendations to Infrastructure
Victoria.

In preparing the assessment we acknowledge and understand that there is likely to be
additional information available that could help influence future thinking. The findings and
analysis through this assessment are an initial starting point and may be subject to change
as alternate views and information is identified.
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Key Findings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Growth in mobile data is predicted to increase exponentially over the next five years.
Australia’s broadband services are lagging behind the developed world in terms of average speed and affordability. While this will improve with the nbn, the initial top speed of the
nbn at 100 megabits per second (Mbps) is significantly slower than the 1 gigabits per second (Gbps) becoming widely available overseas.
The copper network is deteriorating; however, it is subject to a high level of regulation to ensure adequate performance levels are maintained.
Demand for nbn services has seen a much higher demand for the faster service tiers than originally anticipated.
With strong levels of investment, infrastructure is well placed to deal with extreme weather and emergency events.

Infrastructure condition
•

•

Infrastructure service performance

Mobile network providers have invested significantly
over the last few years and have indicated further large
investments will be made (e.g. Telstra has allocated $5
billion for 2014-17).

Infrastructure
use

Optical fibre will replace parts of the copper network not
fit for purpose and be laid in new greenfield
developments. However, nbn has outlined that the
unknown state of the copper network in future rollout
areas is a high risk to the programed rollout.

Infrastructure
service
performance

Operational
criticality &
resilience

Infrastructure
condition

Assets, expenditure
& governance

•

The mobile subsector is less regulated than the fixedline subsector.

•

Vodafone’s network issues in 2010-11 highlight the
strength of the market forces – over 2 million customers
were lost because of the issues. Vodafone responded
with a $3 billion network upgrade.

•

Coverage in metro areas of Victoria is high, but there
are still significant blackspots in regional areas.

•

Complaints about mobile coverage to the TIO dropped
by 49 per cent over the last year.

•

Fixed-line services are highly regulated.

•

Australia’s global ranking in average internet speed has
dropped over the last year.

•

The number of faults and average time to restore fault
affected services has increased over the last few years.

Operation criticality & resilience
•

•
•

•

Assets, expenditure & governance

Infrastructure is susceptible to physical damage and
inoperability through power loss in extreme weather
conditions.

•

According to the AMTA, the existing mobile networks are
well placed to deal with extreme weather events.

Landline ownership is expected to decline 10 per cent
between 2014 and 2019.

•

Uptake of nbn services has shown a greater demand for
higher tier (faster speed) plans.

•

Exchanges are single points of failure in the current
network, however, the gradual replacement of the
copper network with fibre creates an opportunity to
redesign exchanges and improve resiliency.
The resiliency profile of the fixed-line network will
change also as the nbn is rolled out, with a reliance on
power.

Infrastructure use

•

Mobile networks nationally are owned by Telstra, Optus
and Vodafone covering 99.3 per cent, 97 per cent, and
94 per cent of the national population respectively.

•

IPTV has proven popular in the US, and is growing
(albeit more slowly) in Australia.

The copper network has over 7.4 million fixed-line
services, which are progressively being transferred to
nbn as fibre is rolled out. Rollout is due for completion
by 2020.

•

•

Mobile data has increased by 85 per cent over the past
year and is expected to continue to grow.

The mobile subsector has a lower degree of regulation
than the fixed-line subsector.

•

•

This growth in data will place continual pressure on the
network infrastructure.

Over the next 30 years the nbn delivered infrastructure
will need significant upgrades to become world class.

•

Mobile affordability is high in Australia, due to strong
competition in the sector.
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Future challenges and opportunities
ICT Infrastructure findings point to significant challenges and opportunities for IV to influence over the next 30 years.

Major Trends

Challenges

Victorian Opportunities

Significantly increasing demand for data services

Within 30 years significant investment will be required
to ensure supply. Fortunately ICT supply is largely
influenced by commercial drivers for most (but not all)
citizen consumers; however, this is not always the
case within the Research, Health and Government
sectors.

•

Influence current nbn technology rollout, Optical Network
Termination points and exchanges in Victoria

•

Influence rollout schedule given that commercial drivers do not
entirely cover access to regional areas and Research hubs

•

Make better use of State assets (i.e. VicTrack)

•

Continue to fund coverage blackspots remediation where
commercial drivers inadequate.

•

Ensure that legislation around accessibility is translated to fibre
and wireless infrastructure

•

Potentially ensure that commercial providers provide better
coverage, battery backup etc.

•

Legislate for 000 call accessibility on mobile networks, regardless
of carrier.

•

Ensure that other sectors like Transport, Emergency, Water, and
Energy liaise through a central agency when installing
infrastructure that could service ICT needs

•

Provide a centralised function to ensure sharing and future
proofing occurs when ICT related infrastructure is being built
across sectors.

Access, bandwidth, data limits and storage are on
par with other states, but lagging other developed
countries. Right now, supply in Victoria is currently
insufficient and is expected to only be ‘adequate’
with the rollout of nbn. When compared to
international leaders in the space (i.e. Google Fibre)
Victoria is far behind and future rollout investment
will not close the gap.

Trend away from fixed line and broadcast
services
Businesses and citizens are moving away from
traditional fixed line (copper wire) and public
broadcast (TV) services in order to access higher
quality services and greater efficiencies.

Sector convergence
Increasingly other sectors are becoming more ICT
dependant, in many cases operating data services
over their own infrastructure.

Existing regulations and legislation that ensures
residential accessibility to copper services has not
kept pace with the increased uptake of mobile, fibre
and HFC infrastructure.

In other sectors, data services and related
infrastructure (i.e. conduits) are used with little or no
consultation or efficiency gains of sharing across
sectors.
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ICT
Sector Overview
The ICT sector covers large scale assets used to deliver significantly increasing demand for technology from Victorian Citizens, Businesses,
Government and Research facilities.

Supporting
infrastructure

Capability

Example Services to Victorian
Citizens and Businesses

Social Media
Trend: Increasing
Case: Facebook, Twitter

Digital First Services
Trend: Businesses increasingly offer apps and service access online
Case: eBay, Retailers

Communications
Trend: Move to Mobile and Over-the-top
Case: FaceTime/Skype, VOIP in business

Digital Entertainment
Trend: Ultra High Definition Digital
Case: Networks

Business Applications
Trend: Greater interoperability, Integration
Case: Health and Research Sector

Cloud
Trend: Significantly increased data storage and transmission requirements
Case: MS Office365
Entertainment
Trend: Move to Over-the-top Entertainment Services
Case: Netflix

Analytics
Trend: Data drives efficiency
Case: Transport Planning

Emergency Management
Trend: Better Communications
Case: EMV Public Safety

Telecommunication Services

Mobile
Services

Internet
Services

Mobile
Infrastructure

Fixed
Wireless

Fixed –line
Telephony

Digital Government Service Access
Trend: More services online across sectors
Case: VicRoads/DHHS

Broadcasting Services

Radio

Television

Broadcast Infrastructure

IT Services

Data
storage &
Processing

Other IT
services

Victorian
Governme
nt IT
(CENITEX)

Data Centres

Satellite Infrastructure

Fixed-line infrastructure
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ICT
Scope
This review assesses core critical ICT infrastructure in Victoria, namely the mobile and fixed-line networks.
•

Telecommunications infrastructure in Australia was deregulated in 1992 so the industry is significantly influenced by market and commercial forces with ICT assets largely privately owned
and operated.

•

Although most core ICT infrastructure is planned and managed on a national basis, where possible information specific to Victoria has been included.

•

Table 2 provides an overview of the subsectors covered in each section.

Table 2. Information included in this report on the infrastructure subsectors

Assets, expenditure
& governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure
service performance

Operational
criticality &
resilience

Mobile











Fixed-line











Fixed wireless



-

-

-

-

Satellite



-

-

-

-

Broadcast



-

-



-

Data Centres



-







Secondary

Primary

Infrastructure Subsector
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Assets, expenditure and governance

Assets expenditure
and governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

Fixed-line services are being transformed by the rollout of the nbn infrastructure
Major infrastructure assets – Fixed-line ownership and management
Table 3. Fixed-line assets
Asset group

Description of Assets
Copper network

Telstra’s copper network has 7.4 million fixed-line services, of
which 1.5 million are leased by other carriers such as Optus,
TPG and iPrimus (Regional Telecommunications Independent
Review Committee, 2015).

Ownership

Management

Telstra (ownership
and management to
be progressively
transferred to nbn
with nbn roll out)

Telstra’s fixed network contains a significant number of exchanges and
other network infrastructure including optic fibre which covers a distance of
over 22,500 kilometres and connects 51,031 exchange and sub exchange
buildings.
Telstra has ADSL in 2,819 exchange areas covering 92 per cent of
Australian homes and businesses (Telstra Corporation Limited, 2014).

For nbn the HFC network will be built via the acquisition and augmentation
of elements of the Telstra and Optus HFC networks. This plan assumes the
launch of HFC products in the second half of FY16.

Fixed-line –
Fixed-line
infrastructure
includes twisted
pair copper wire,
broadband cable
and optical fibre.

Hybrid Fibre Coaxial (HFC)

Optus

The HFC network was originally for delivering television services,
but is capable of supporting voice and data. The network
footprints are largely overlapping and cover more than 3 million
premises.

Telstra
iiNet (Ballarat,
Geelong, Mildura)

The plan is structured around progressively taking asset ownership,
engaging in long term leasing agreements in addition to operations and
maintenance accountability of legacy network assets. This includes the
acquisition of copper and HFC infrastructure from Telstra, and HFC
infrastructure from Optus. As elements of the Telstra and Optus networks
are transferred progressively to nbn, so too will the corrective maintenance
responsibility (nbn, 2015a).

The HFC network will be used where appropriate to deliver parts
of the nbn as part of the Government’s decision to employ a
mixed-technology approach to reduce cost and time (rather than
rolling out a fibre network as well which would duplicate the
network).
Fibre networks

Fibre optic cables enable homes and businesses to connect to
the internet at high speed. At 31 December 2015, 1,622,972
premises were able to order nbn services including fixed line
services to 1,010,803 brownfield and 229,161 greenfield
premises (nbn, 2016b).

nbn

nbn was established as a wholly-owned commonwealth company to build
and operate the next generation broadband network to Australian homes
and workplaces. The network managed by nbn will be an open-access,
wholesale-only network. (nbn, 2016a).

The coverage of the nbn network, including areas that are active
or under construction, is published on the nbn website and
reported on a weekly basis.
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Assets expenditure
and governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

However, a number of Government and private networks are providing more competition particularly to regional
backhaul services
Major infrastructure assets – Fixed-line ownership and management
Table 4. Fixed-line assets (cont.)
Asset group

Description of Assets
TPG – third largest metropolitan fibre network which includes Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane.
FireNet – provides broadband communications to CFA Headquarters and the majority of Area offices
through the rollout of an optical fibre cable ring across the state. The network is based upon dark (unused)
fibre secured by the MFB and shared with the CFA. The network provides super broadband networking to
CFA selected sites and all MFB geographical points of interest (Country Fire Authority, 2006).

Fixed-line –
Fixed-line
infrastructure
includes twisted
pair copper wire,
broadband cable
and optical fibre.

Ownership

Management
TPG

Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) and
Country Fire Authority (CFA)

VicSmart – provides Victorian government schools with a 10, 20 or 50 Mbps fibre optic bandwidth
connection. The network was completed in 2009 and is used to securely link schools to each other and the
Departmental hosted systems, as well as to provide the conduit for access to the Internet and other rich
content services (Department of Education & Training Victoria, 2016).

Victorian Government (network provider is Telstra)

NextGen network – NextGen owns and manages 16,000 kilometres of fibre nationally. It includes the build
and operation of the backbone transmission link to South West Gippsland in Victoria as part of the
Government’s Regional Backbone Blackspots Program (NextGen Group, 2015).

NextGen

VicTrack (General) – Includes 2,500 kilometres of fibre infrastructure state-wide along the four regional fast
rail corridors for rail signalling and control purposes as well as a network of wireless towers to provide radio
communications with the trains (Victorian Government, 2009).
Intra-Government Secure Network (iGSN) – fibre optic network that connects all government including
CBD buildings with the main government remote data centres through secure and protected high bandwidth
data channels.

VicTrack (a Victorian Government agency)

Backhaul data services to Basslink – VicTrack is delivering high bandwidth backhaul data services to
Basslink Telecoms between Traralgon and Melbourne’s CBD (VicTrack, 2015c).
Victorian Education and Research Network – 2100 kilometres of fibre optic cable across Victoria linking
over 248 universities and CSIRO services including 28 hospitals to each other as well as to the national and
international broadband networks. Dedicated high speed research network up to 10Gbps connecting five
major Victorian research precincts (VERNet, 2015).

VERNet (a collaborative investment of all Victorian
Universities, CSIRO and the Commonwealth
Government.)

NOTE: This list provides examples of the network assets and managing companies operating in Victoria; it is non-exhaustive. Detailed network information is privately held by companies and generally not publically available.
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Assets expenditure
and governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

Three major mobile networks provide the infrastructure for mobile voice and data communications in Victoria
Major infrastructure assets – Fixed wireless ownership and management
Table 5. Mobile network assets
Asset group

Ownership and

Description of Assets

concessions

Management

Mobile networks

Three mobile networks in Australia provide infrastructure for mobile voice and data communications.
The following table provides basic statistics:
Carrier
Telstra
Mobile - provides
mobile telephone,
data and
multimedia
services to mobile
devices.

Population

Base

coverage

stations

GSM, 3G, and 4G networks are owned and managed by
Telstra Optus and Vodafone.

4G 3G GSM*

99.3%

7,000+

Y

Y

Y

Optus

97%

6,000+

Y

Y

Y

Vodafone

94%

5,000+

Y

Y

Y

Telstra has maintained four times the 4G coverage area of any of its competitors.
Metropolitan Mobile radio
The Metropolitan Mobile Radio (MMR) service is a digital radio voice communications system
operating to international standard protocols. It provides mission critical high quality and secure
communications over the Greater Metropolitan area supporting Victoria Police, Ambulance Victoria
and the MFB. The MMR comprises more than 8000 portable and vehicle radio sets, facilitated by a
backhaul network comprising over 70 base stations (ESTA, 2014).

Emergency Services
Telecommunications
Authority (Victorian
Government)

Motorola Solutions
(until July 2016).

* Global System for Mobile Communications, originally Groupe Spcial Mobile, is a standard development by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute to describe the protocols for second -generation (2G) digital cellular networks.
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Infrastructure
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Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

Fixed wireless services have become more prevalent over the last few years, and will in future help to alleviate
some strain on the mobile network infrastructure from ever increasing data demands
Major infrastructure assets – Fixed wireless ownership and management
Table 6. Fixed wireless assets
Asset group

Description of Assets

Ownership and
concessions

Management

nbn fixed wireless

More than 1,400 sites acquired and 1,000 sites ready for service, delivering 342,768 premises ready
for service nationally (85,538 in Victoria) and 87,325 activations nationally (25,947 in Victoria) as at 28
January 2016 (nbn, 2016b).
nbn

Ericsson (delivery contract and
provide managed services to
activate customers, maintain and
assure the network)

Telstra

Telstra

The rollout schedule currently shows the final fixed wireless build in Victoria commencing in the first
half of 2017. However, the schedule is stated to be a guide only and is updated on a quarterly basis to
“reflect ongoing variations arising from the planning process” (nbn, 2016c).

Fixed Wireless –
provides data
services over
dedicated fixed
access points.

Telstra Air
Enables Telstra customers to use their home broadband allowances while away from home. Includes
personal hotspots of those opted in, and an initial network of 4,000 hotspots provided on selected
payphones and retail sites in more than 250 towns and cities at launch. More than 50,000 Telstra Air
members have since joined the network. Telstra has reached a number of deals with local
governments to bring Telstra Air to civic spaces and will start to roll out hundreds of additional public
hotspots in the first half of FY16. There are plans for two million hotspots nationally by 2020 (Telstra
Corporation Limited, 2015b).

VicGovFree

The Victorian Government provides a free public Wi-Fi network in Melbourne, Ballarat and Bendigo
and there are plans for 1,000 hotspots across these three cities (Victorian Government, 2016).
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Victorian Government

Build, management and
maintenance provided by iiNet (one
off payment of $6.7million from
Victorian Government)
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Assets expenditure
and governance

Infrastructure
condition

Infrastructure service
performance

Operational criticality
and resilience

Infrastructure
use

The TV broadcasting switchover from analogue to digital provides a higher quality service and has freed up
spectrum for broadband/mobile services following the associated channel frequency restack
Major infrastructure assets – Broadcast asset ownership and management:
Table 7. Broadcast assets
Asset group

Broadcast –
includes radio
and television
services.

Description of Assets

Ownership and concessions

•

Television in Australia is now Digital nationally after analogue services were switched
off on 10 December 2013.

•

There are 1,294 digital television transmitters servicing 367 areas in Australia.

•

Radio includes both analogue and digital services in Melbourne where Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB+) has been available since mid-2009. Nationally, DAB+ services
reach 1.6 million.

•

Broadcast Australia’s transmission infrastructure network reaches over 99 per cent of
the population. This is achieved by relaying services through approximately 600
transmission sites across Australia. In total, these sites operate over 2,000 television
and radio transmitters and other telecommunications infrastructure.

•

Australia has also completed a restack that involved digital television services being
retuned to new frequencies to free up spectrum. New communication services, such as
mobile broadband, can now use this spectrum (ACMA, 2015a).

Figure 4. TV Coverage in Victoria and number of transmitters
in (2002) (ACMA, 2007)
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Infrastructure
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Most satellite infrastructure in Australia is owned by Optus, however, the nbn has recently launched the first of
two new satellites which will provide 200,000 high speed internet connections once in service
Major Infrastructure Assets – Satellite Ownership and Management:
Table 8. Satellite assets
Asset group

Description of Assets
Most Australian coverage comes from footprints of geostationary satellites serving the
Asia-Pacific region operated by Intelsat and Optus and, to a lesser extent, others including
ASIASAT, APT Group and SES New Skies.

Optus has the largest fleet of domestic satellites in Australia with six geostationary earth
orbit (GEO) satellites delivering TV, radio, voice and data services.

Satellite –
provides TV,
radio, voice and
data services.

Telstra offers mobile voice and data services currently over the Iridium satellite network,
which has 66 low earth orbit (LEO) satellites.
Other commercial satellite networks providing voice and broadband data services in
Australia are Globalstar (LEO), Thuraya (GEO) and Inmarsat (GEO) (Regional
Telecommunications Independent Review Committee, 2015).

Ownership and concessions
Optus (6 GEO Satellites)
Iridium satellite network (66
LEO satellites) – used by
Telstra.

Globalstar (LEO)
Thuraya (GEO)
Inmarsat (GEO)

Management
Optus fleet:
Optus
nbn:

Ericsson (network operations) and
Optus (flight operations) are the chosen
managed services providers for
operations.

nbn - Sky Muster™
.

The nbn has launched its first satellite “Sky Muster” in October 2015 which will come into
service by Q2 2016. It will cover more than 400,000 premises and target rural, remote and
isolated communities (nbn, 2015d).

Figure 6. nbn Satellite coverage (nbn 2015d)

Mixed

Emergency Alerting Service (EAS) is a fully-redundant emergency services
communications network comprising satellite links, optic fibre links, wireless ground base
stations and robust monitoring and feedback systems. It is used to simultaneously alert
emergency services staff and volunteers to emergency incidents via pager based text
messages.

Visionstream Pty Ltd commenced an Operations and Maintenance
Contract to operate the EAS over a four year term from November 2012.

It consists of 228 Transceiver Sites across Victoria providing 98.5 per cent coverage of the
population (VisionStream, 2016).
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Data centre services in Victoria are growing as demand for cloud services increases. There is also a growing
focus on improving energy efficiency and security in the industry
Major Infrastructure Assets – Data Centre Assets Ownership and Management:
Table 9. Data centre and data processing assets
Asset group

Use
Data
storage &
hosting

Data Centre
Services –
provide ICT

services to
organisations

Victorian
Goverment
ICT Service
Delivery

Description of Assets
Approximately 18 major data centres located in Victoria, providing the following services:


Data Storage



IaaS/PaaS/SaaS



Reliability, availability and scalability management



ICT Incident Management (incl. triage services)



Security and Vulnerability management (Anti-Virus & Malware)



Bandwidth



Secure Networks (Private Cloud)



Secure Rack Space.

CenITex is an ICT shared services agency, set up as a state body by the Victorian
Government in July 2008 to centralise ICT services for government agencies. It delivers ICT
infrastructure, application hosting and desktop services to 31,500 people across six Victorian
Government departments and associated agencies.

Ownership

Management

Private enterprises

Each private company is
responsible for the
management of their data
centres.

Victorian Government

CenITex

CenITex currently provides ICT infrastructure related products and services to the Victorian
Government departments and their associated agencies including (CenITex, 2015)


Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources (DEDJTR)



Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)



Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)



Department of Justice and Regulation (DOJR)



Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC)



Department of Treasury and Finance (DTF



Victorian Environment Protection Authority (EPA)



Public Transport Victoria (PTV)



Taxi Services Commission



VicForests, and Victorian Ombudsman.
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Investment in Victoria’s ICT infrastructure is approximately on par with other states and territories in proportion
with population size
General – About investment in telecommunications infrastructure (IBISWorld, 2015c)
Private investment:
Private investment is primarily driven by demand from the population for improved voice and data access through the wired and wireless telecommunications system. Telecommunications
carriers invest into the rollout of the mobile networks to hold or expand their market position. The investment decision is business motivated and made within the context of prevailing interest
rates, gearing, projected rate of return, population growth and mobile population uptake.

Public investment:
Public investment has returned as an important source of demand for infrastructure services. Prior to the full privatisation of Telstra in 2006 the Federal Government communication policy
played an integral role in the allocation of telecommunication services, and hence infrastructure. The Commonwealth emerged as a key factor with the creation of the nbn, which is responsible
for the rollout of the nbn (about 80 per cent funded by the Commonwealth). This is perceived as a generational investment into a national asset and is less determined by the usual factors
influencing government investment, such as budget position, interest rates, and projected tax revenue.
The government is motivated by the belief that the nbn will provide significant economic benefits to the country, or equally the belief that the lack of a sophisticated communication system will
significantly disadvantage Australians.

State Vs State
New South Wales and Victoria together account for about 60 per cent of total construction and employment, which closely correlates with the contribution of these states to the national
economy and population.
There is disproportionate construction activity in close proximity to the major capitals to cater for the concentration of business services and communication, along with the installation of
specialist telecommunications infrastructure for hospital networks, universities, emergency services and the government sector.
Figure 7. Value of construction vs.
population . (IBISWorld 2015c)

Key points:
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•

Investment by the private sector is business motivated to hold or
expand market share.

•

Investment by the Government is driven by the belief in economic
benefits for the nation and equity in availability and access to
services.

•

Investment in FY15 in Victoria is on par with other states when
factoring in population size.
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Victoria is set to benefit with improved mobile coverage through the Commonwealth coordinated Mobile Black
Spot Programme, which will add approximately 68,000 square kilometres of coverage across the country
Mobile – Significant investment is being undertaken by both the private and public sectors
Figure 9. National Black Spots and Funded Base Stations

Mobile Black Spot Programme Round 1
•

Investments in new and upgraded base stations announced 25 June 2015

•

Joint project between Commonwealth Government, State Governments and private sector

•

Funding commitments shown in Figure 8 for the first phase (Round 1).
5

These base stations will provide:
•

New handheld coverage to 68,600 square kilometres

•

New external antenna coverage to over 150,000 square kilometres

•

New handheld or external antenna coverage to over 5,700 kilometres of major transport routes

68
130

The first base stations funded under the Programme will be rolled out before the end of 2015 and the rollout will
continue for a three year period. The rollout sequence will be determined by Telstra and Vodafone based on
various factors including obtaining local government planning approvals for new base stations. The Government
will closely monitor rollout performance and ensure that regular public updates are provided.
New base stations

Mobile Black Spot Programme Round 2
•

144

11

110

A second phase (Round 2) has also been announced, providing a further $60 million of commonwealth
funding. Funding is to be available over two years from 1 July 2016.

31

Figure 8. National black spot program outcomes
Mobile black spot program - Round 1 outcomes
60

Additional investment

50

•

In addition to the black spot program, Telstra
has agreed with the government to also build
200 4G mini base stations in small towns
around Australia to provide better 4G coverage
and to support voice services.

•

The Government will be agreeing locations
with Telstra in the second half of 2015.

40
30
20
10
0
Victoria
% black spots identified

NSW

Queensland

WA

SA

State's % of contribution to state funded component
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The nbn rollout has involved significant investment in Australia’s fixed-line, fixed wireless, and satellite
infrastructure and this will continue over the next few years as the rollout is completed.
Fixed Line – The infrastructure is undergoing significant renewal/replacement
Current investment levels in the copper network are unknown but are likely inadequate
•

The current levels of investment in the copper network by Telstra is not publically disclosed.

•

The ageing copper network has seen high volumes of service interruptions particularly in poor weather conditions.

•

The ACCC has recently forced Telstra to lower the wholesale access price by 9.4 per cent (ACCC, 2015b).

•

The implications for Telstra in transferring ownership of the copper network in the near future along with reduced revenue from access charges places greater disincentives for the carrier to
invest in the network.

Future investment requirements in the copper network by nbn are unknown
•

With the ownership and maintenance responsibilities for the copper and HFC networks transferring from Telstra to nbn as the nbn is rolled out, investment in the copper network will
eventually reside with nbn.

•

nbn has stated that the quality of the network is not fully known as there has been limited opportunity to evaluate the physical infrastructure at significant scale. However, it is known that
there is significant work required to remove broadband blockers from the copper network. If copper rehabilitation costs are prohibitively high in an area, nbn can choose alternative
technologies to reduce costs.

Investment in fibre and HFC through the nbn is significant
•

nbn is investing $9.1 billion in fibre cabling over the next three years (2016-18), and $2.6 billion on the HFC network over the same period.

•

nbn is investing in new HFC standards that will uplift the technology to current fibre performance levels (nbn, 2015a).

Fixed Wireless – Growth investment is occurring due to the nbn rollout and ever increasing demand for data
Investment in Fixed Wireless infrastructure is growing due to the nbn switch to a mixed technology stack
•

nbn is planned to invest $1 billion in Fixed Wireless infrastructure as part of the nbn roll-out over the next three years.

The general increasing demand for data is also placing pressure on existing mobile infrastructure, leading to more investment in fixed wireless to reduce pressure

•

Rollout of Telstra Air

•

Victorian Government rollout of the free public Wi-Fi in Melbourne, Ballarat, and Bendigo.

Satellite – Growth investment is also occurring due to the nbn rollout
Two new Satellite services are planned to deliver ~200,000 nbn connections across the nation

•

First satellite planned launch in the first half of FY16 with the second satellite to be launched in the second half of FY16

•

Will cover more than 400,000 premises, targeting rural, remote and isolated communities

•

Significant step up from Interim Satellite Service (ISS).

Broadcast – Growth investment includes the national switchover from analogue to digital and corresponding restack
Further significant upcoming investment is unlikely due to the regulatory broadcasting limits imposed on the spectrum and the recent switchover from analogue to pure digital television
broadcasting.
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The most significant projects adding to ICT infrastructure in Victoria have been the national nbn rollout, and also
the upgrades to mobile network coverage and capacity such as Telstra’s 4GX deployment – all ‘large’ in scale
Fixed Line & Mobile
Table 10. Current major ICT projects in Victoria
Project
nbn Rollout

Description

Cost

National Rollout of nbnCo’s new broadband network
covering existing built-up areas (brownfield) and new
developments (greenfield) using fixed-line, satellite and
fixed wireless technologies.

Peak funding
estimated to be
$41 billion for
rollout to be
completed by
2020 (nbn, 2015a)

Progress to date
Targets had been updated after the multi-mix technology approach was introduced by
the Liberal government, and revised again in the 2016 Corporate Plan following revised
estimates.
Original: 25 Mbps to 13 million Australian premises by 2016.
Current: 50 Mbps to 90 per cent of premises by 2020
Delays likely caused due to re-negotiating the agreement with Telstra as well as delays
in re-designing the network with the new IT systems needed to manage a more
complicated network with multiple technologies.
For current progress, refer to:
http://www.nbnco.com.au/corporate-information/about-nbn-co/corporate-plan/weeklyprogress-report.html

Mobile carrier
investments e.g.
Telstra 4GX
Upgrade

Next generation of Mobile Network (based on new
700MHz spectrum) being rolled out starting in CBDs
across the country. Provides speeds of between 2Mbps
to 100Mbps when accessed with compatible devices.

Figure 10. Planned nbn rollout

Not available

The operator launched its 4GX, or Long-Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A), services in
November 2014 and extended coverage to Melbourne in the same month. It also plans
to invest an additional US$371 million over a two-year period (IBISWorld, 2015c).

Table 11. nbn Activation profile (nbn, 2015a)

Progression of fixed-line rollout by state
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Large scale ICT infrastructure is mostly planned by the private sector on a national level
Large scale ICT Infrastructure planning findings
Mobile
•

Mobile infrastructure is planned, operated, and maintained by telecommunications companies, with some joint initiative funding and subsidies from the Commonwealth and State
Governments to assist in ensuring equity in infrastructure development in regional/low profitable areas. New mobile base stations are subject to local government and other approvals in
Victoria.

•

Continuous investment is necessary due to the rate of change in technologies and desire to compete on infrastructure performance.

•

While each company will have its own investment/upgrade plan, there are joint initiatives with the Government to improve telecommunications infrastructure nationally e.g. the Mobile
Blackspot Programme.

•

Over the past decade, the government has provided several packages to improve the provision of telecommunication services within Australia. The government subsidies are passed on to
all significant industry players that have contributed to maintaining and extending the telecommunications network.

•

Mobile carriers also enter into Roaming Agreements with each other. These allow one carrier to extend its coverage by utilising the network infrastructure of the other mobile carrier through
a commercial agreement Examples include Vodafone’s agreement with Telstra to provide 2G coverage along eight highways in Victoria, and the Optus/Vodafone infrastructure agreement.

•

The Industry Code C564:2011 Mobile Phone Base Station Deployment developed by Communications Alliance covers the steps telecommunications carriers must take when deciding
where to place a telecommunications facility such as a mobile phone base station.

Fixed Line
•

Over the next five years, nbn will progressively take ownership and maintenance responsibility from Telstra for the copper and HFC network. It already owns the Optus HFC network.

•

As a Government Business Enterprise, the rollout of the nbn has been guided by the Government’s policy objectives, as outlined in the Statement of Expectation (2 May 2014). For example
use of the optimised multi-technology mix model, or prioritising areas identified as poorly served by the Broadband Availability and Quality Report.

•

nbn’s stakeholder charter also states that it is committed to discussing its future network plans, policies and products with its retail and wholesale service providers. nbn commits to engaging
on all relevant facets of its planned activities in product design, operations, technical design and commercial terms with these stakeholders. As such, nbn regularly publishes consultation
papers, hosts nbn industry forums and executes detailed product deep dives with its retail and wholesale service providers.

•

Telstra is currently responsible for building, operating, and maintaining the majority of the copper and HFC network.

Fixed Wireless
•

Under the four-year contract, Ericsson will maintain responsibility for the operation of the nbn fixed wireless service (nbn, 2014a).

•

Telstra has been responsible for the planning and operation of its wireless network, Telstra Air. The growing usage of mobile data has outpaced the development of cellular network capacity
and creating congestion and reduced service quality on these networks. Telstra’s interest in developing a Wi-Fi network to offload some of this data traffic mirrors that by its international
counterparts. The fundamental role that wireless communications now play in contemporary life has also translated into government interest in the provision of public Wi-Fi as civic
infrastructure. Governments are well placed to do so since they control extensive asset networks, such as light poles, on which a large number of low-range Wi-Fi access points can be
mounted.
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ICT infrastructure is mostly planned on a national level, by the private sector (cont.)
ICT infrastructure planning findings
Satellite
•

Original planning for the nbn satellite demand was misjudged; nbn are actively engaging with their delivery partners to plan and design ongoing delivery.

•

Build was contracted to Space Systems/Loral to build two high-power Ka-band broadband satellites (Selding P, 2012).

•

The Palo Alto, California-based company Space Systems/Loral will provide five years of support for tracking, telemetry and control, and in-orbit service support for the satellites’ 15-year
service lives.

•

Optus will provide tracking, telemetry and control services in connection with nbn’s Long Term Satellite Service (nbn, 2014c).

•

Ericsson will manage the ground systems of the forthcoming long term satellite service and migrate nbn’s 42,000 existing interim satellite users to the long-term satellite service when it
commences operations to provide them with an improved broadband service.

•

Ericsson will be the single entity managing customer appointments, installation visits, service calls, network performance reporting and network maintenance for all nbn users outside the
fixed-line footprint (nbn, 2014a).

•

Original planning for the Satellite service had significantly underestimated demand, and the initial subscription limit of 48,000 connections was reached in January 2014 at which time new
subscriptions were closed. The nbn released the Satellite Support (NSS) Scheme which subsidised connections through other providers, however this has since also been discontinued as
of November 2015 (nbn, 2014b).

•

In its 2016 corporate plan, nbn stated it was committed to discussing its future network plans, policies and products with its retail and wholesale service providers. As such, nbn regularly
publishes consultation papers, hosts nbn industry forums and executes detailed product deep dives with its retail and wholesale service providers (nbn, 2015a).

•

nbn conducted the Fixed Wireless and Satellite Review in May 2014 which describes the current and expected progress on serving the non-fixed-line footprint, and options going forward for
nbn to meet a broad mix of policy objectives (e.g. total funding, rollout timing, download/upload speed, risk). The nbn Corporate Plan 2012–15 (August 2012) was used as a basis for the
review (nbn, 2014b).

Television
•

ACMA is responsible for planning and managing the use of spectrum in the broadcasting service bands in Australia. ACMA provides the Broadcasting Planning Manual (BPM) which is a
comprehensive reference source of the planning procedures and practices of ACMA. It is recommended for broadcasters, planning consultants, transmission infrastructure providers and
others involved in the broadcasting industry.

•

Part of the BPM includes the Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting Planning Handbook (DTTB) which contains technical assumptions, planning methods and planning parameters used
by the ACMA to develop Digital Channel Plans (DCPs) under the Commercial and National Television Conversion Schemes.

Radio
•

Given the current high usage levels in both the MF-AM and VHF-FM bands, there is limited opportunity to introduce new radio services. ACMA will monitor technical developments and
usage levels but no significant changes in analogue radio are foreseen in the 2013–2017 time frame (ACMA, 2013).
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The telecommunications sector is mostly privatised but is regulated in Australia; strong regulation exists for
fixed-line telephony services, but mobile and broadband services are not as strongly regulated.
General – Relevant government agencies and regulatory bodies (Australian Law Reform Commission, 2015)
The Australian and Victorian Governments’ strategic vision for telecommunications are very similar. The vision reflects that while telecommunication can be an enormous contributor to
economy, lifestyle, health and safety, telecommunication provision and innovation is primarily driven by market forces. Consequently, governments consider that their major role is to
encourage the uptake of telecommunications and the development of telecommunication goods and services. The key to achieving this is a supportive regulatory framework and selective
intervention when markets fail to deliver competition or appropriate services.
The following are the key multi-jurisdictional bodies and government agencies which regulate/influence the ICT sector nationally:
Department of Communications and the Arts: Promotes an innovative and competitive communications sector by developing policy, advice and initiatives that help all Australians realise the
full potential of digital technologies and communications services. This includes development of (among other areas):


Broadband policy and programs



Postal and telecommunications policies and programs



Spectrum policy management



Broadcasting policy



National policy issues relating to the digital economy



Content policy relating to the information economy.

Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA): ACMA is a regulator of the Australian communications industry, with specific responsibilities for the regulation of broadcasting, the
Internet, radio-communications and telecommunications consumer and technical matters. •
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC): The ACCC regulates competition in the telecommunications industry with specific responsibilities for the administration of the
regulation of anti-competitive conduct,and the approval and arbitration of access codes developed by the industry.
Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO): The TIO provides an independent dispute resolution forum for complaints made by residential and small business consumers of
telecommunications services. The TIO is funded through charges levied on carriers and service providers on the basis of complaints received against them.

Communications Alliance Ltd: The Communications Alliance is the peak communications industry body and has primary responsibility for developing technical, operational and consumer
industry codes and standards for the industry. Membership of the Alliance is drawn from a cross-section of the communications industry, including service providers, vendors, consultants and
suppliers as well as business and consumer groups.
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The high degree of regulation ensures the quality equipment installation and the safety of personnel involved
Operators are regulated by ACMA which specifies industry standards and holds the authority to register or license
participants
Fixed-line
The primary regulator of the nbn is the Department of Communications. In addition, the ACCC and ACMA are involved in the regulation of telecommunications markets. The ACCC authorises
agreements between nbn and other parties, including Optus and Telstra. The ACCC regulates seven fixed-line services.
Telstra is required to offer two landline telephony services to other telephone companies at reasonable prices
•

wholesale line rental (WLR) – makes your telephone ready to use for telephone calls but does not include the calls you make

•

local carriage service (LCS) – allows you to use your home or business telephone to call people in your local area.

The ACCC sets the rules for two services that allow telephone companies to contact people on other networks. The public switched telephone network (PSTN) includes the Telstra copper
network and other companies with their own fixed networks (e.g. Optus over its cable TV network):
•

public switched telephone network originating access (PSTN OA)

•

public switched telephone network terminating access (PSTN TA).

The ACCC sets prices and other conditions for supplying PSTN OTA services where the telephone companies can’t reach agreement with each other. Prices are set that allow companies
operating their own networks to earn enough to recover the costs of sending and receiving calls and make a reasonable commercial profit.

Mobile & fixed wireless
The installation of telecommunications infrastructure – such as transmission towers and base stations – require planning approval by local councils and often state government agencies unless
they are considered low-impact facilities under the Telecommunications Act - Telecommunications (Low Impact Facilities) Determination 1997.
Unlike fixed-line services, the quality of mobile services are not regulated by the Government or Government Agencies.

Satellite
The ACMA is also responsible for ensuring that all Australian satellite networks comply with the ITU's Radio Regulations. By complying with these international arrangements a space network
receives international protection, but it will only achieve legal standing under Australian law if it is authorised by a radio-communications licence issued by ACMA.

Data centres
The industry is under light levels of regulation. Industry regulation has steadily grown over the past five years primarily due to the increased access and usage of personal information. As a
result, Australia now has privacy legislation in place nationally. There are minimal industry-specific regulations or licences.
Certification in Australia is provided by industry groups such as the Uptime Institute. Industry regulation is increasing due to a stronger uptake of data centres by businesses, which is causing
data centres to play a more strategic role in the Australian economy (IBISWorld, 2015a).
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Billions of dollars at a national level are spent annually on ICT infrastructure in Australia
ICT Infrastructure spend has been trending upward and is projected to continue increasing through to FY18
Table 12. Projected nbn expenditure (National expenditure) (nbn, 2015a)

Table 13. Telstra (National expenditure) (Telstra Corporation Limited, 2015b)

Telstra Capital Expenditure:
Telstra Invested $1 billion in the mobile network during FY15. Total capital expenditure was
$3.6 billion (excluding spectrum). Expenditure included building the nation’s largest Wi-Fi
network, continuing investment in network access services and cloud services, and
supporting the accelerated rollout of mobile 4G and 4GX™ networks (Telstra Corporation
Limited, 2015b).

Publicly available expenditure information
Due to the private ownership of large scale ICT infrastructure assets in Australia,
publically available expenditure information is aggregated at the national level.
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Large scale ICT infrastructure in Australia is in overall good condition owing to private ownership of
assets; however, the copper network continues to age.
The condition of ICT infrastructure assets is similar across all States due to the national nature of these networks
Mobile
•

The mobile black spot program (Round 1) received 6,221 black spot nominations nationally, of which 2,075 are in Victoria.

Key Insights

Fixed Line
•

The ageing copper network in Australia is over 100 years old and has seen high volumes of service interruptions, particularly in poor
weather conditions.

•

The quality of this network is not fully known as there has been limited opportunity to evaluate the physical infrastructure at significant
scale. However, it is known that there is significant work required to remove broadband blockers from the copper network (nbn,
2015a).

•

The copper network was built for voice communications and can be affected by everything from corrosion to the weather. These
issues lead to line faultsv(where the phone service just stops working) or more commonly to drops out (where the line spontaneously
disconnects for up to 20 seconds, then reconnect again) (Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 2013).

•

Fault finding on the copper network is a challenge as Telstra is only responsible for the cable from the outside of the house to the
exchange and not for the internal wiring inside the house. Time is wasted in determining if faults are internal or external (Australian
Broadcasting Corporation, 2013).

Network condition

•

Lower mobile call charges and the ability
to side-step fixed-line rental costs will
continue to drive the shift away from
fixed-lines to mobile phones. This will
impact the development and investment
in the telecommunications infrastructure
(The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2015),

•

The cost of using copper for delivery of
voice and data services is directly linked
to its condition. Due to the age of the
copper network and its limitations
predominantly as a voice carrier, the
copper network itself may eventually
become obsolete as the shift to fibre
occurs to enable significantly faster
speeds, access to technology upgrades
(e.g. 40Gbps downstream using the new
ITU approved NG-PON2) as well as
lower maintenance and operating costs.

•

The share of satellite and wireless
customers for the nbn may be
substantially larger than anticipated,
putting significant cost pressures on the
company (The Economist Intelligence
Unit, 2015).

Satellite
•

The nbn interim satellite service (ISS) was over-subscribed and has resulted in significant contention issues as the initial subscription
limit of 48,000 connections was reached in January 2014.

•

The nbn then released the Satellite Support (NSS) Scheme which subsidised connections through other providers, however this has
since also been discontinued as of November 2015 due to subscription limits being reached.

More than any other factor, quality of services delivery appear to be the investment driver for ICT infrastructure
•

A significant project in this area is currently the $375 million plus Mobile Black Spot Programme – a joint initiative between Telstra,
Optus, Vodafone, the Commonwealth Government and State Governments.

•

Victoria is relatively densely populated and therefore generally has higher broadband availability ratings. Victoria also generally ranks
higher than most other states on quality and availability due to hybrid-fibre co-axial (HFC) availability in Melbourne.
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nbn Service Levels are comprehensive and are measured at each interaction point from an end-user’s
perspective
Service Levels for the National Broadband Network are based on the end user lifecycle experience (nbn, 2015c)
•
•

nbn operates under a customer charter that describes the services levels it is obligated to deliver under the Completion and Consumer Act 2010.
The Service Levels are arranged in a Service Levels Schedule to replicate the end user lifecycle experience for the customer: connections, appointments, activations, fault rectification,
modifications, order processing and completion, availability and disconnections.

Performance Objectives:
End User Connections:
•
•
•

90 per cent or more of the total of all nbn customers' Standard Connections completed in accordance with the relevant Service Level
90 per cent or more of the total of all nbn customers' Accelerated Connections completed in accordance with the relevant Service Level
in the case of Priority Assistance Connections, achieve the Service Level at all times.

End User Connection Appointments and Professional Splitter Installation Appointments:
•
•
•

90 per cent or more of the total of all nbn customers’ appointments (excluding any initial appointments that were previously rescheduled) kept in accordance with the Service Levels
5 per cent or less of all nbn customers’ initial appointments rescheduled
95 per cent or more of all nbn customers’ initial appointments that were previously rescheduled kept in accordance with the Service Levels.

Activations:

nbn will aim to achieve the Service Levels for Activations for 90 per cent or more of the total of all nbn customers’ Activations in each category. This Performance Objective will be measured
based on the total number of all Activations (in the relevant category) each month.
Service Fault Rectification:
•
•
•
•
•

95 per cent or more of the total rectifications of all nbn customers’ End User Faults (excluding Priority Assistance Faults) rectified in accordance with the relevant Service Levels
95 per cent of all Network Fault Responses provided and 95 per cent of all Network Faults rectified in accordance with the relevant Service Levels
in the case of rectification of Priority Assistance Faults, achieve the Service Level at all times
in the case of End User Fault Responses and Priority Assistance Fault Responses, achieve the Service Level at all times
Each of these Performance Objectives will be measured based on the total number of Trouble Tickets raised by all nbn customers for the relevant category of Service Faults each
month and the total number of Service Faults rectified for the relevant category of Service Faults for all nbn customers each month.
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nbn Service Levels are comprehensive and are measured at each interaction point from an end-user’s
perspective (cont.)
Service Levels for the National Broadband Network (nbn, 2015c)
Performance Objectives (cont.):
Enhanced Fault Rectification:
nbn will aim to achieve 95 per cent or more of the total of all nbn customers’ Enhanced Faults rectified in accordance with the Service Levels each month. This Performance Objective will be
measured based on the total number of all nbn customers' Enhanced Fault rectifications each month.
End User Fault Rectification Appointments
•

90 per cent or more of all nbn customers’ appointments (excluding any initial appointments that were previously rescheduled) kept in accordance with the Service Levels

•

5 per cent or less of all nbn customers’ initial appointments rescheduled

•

95 per cent or more of all nbn customers’ initial appointments that were previously rescheduled kept in accordance with the Service Levels

Each of these Performance Objectives will be measured based on the total number of all nbn's customers' kept, missed or rescheduled initial appointments each month.
Modifications:

nbn will aim to achieve the Service Levels for 90 per cent or more of the total of all nbn customers’ modifications in each category of modification and the response to an Exceeded
Configured Peak Bandwidth Event.
Each of these Performance Objectives will be measured based on the total number of modifications (in the relevant category) or Exceeded Configured Peak Bandwidth Event responses each
month.
Disconnections:
nbn will aim to achieve the Service Levels for Access Component Disconnections for 90 per cent or more of the total of all nbn customers’ Access Component Disconnections.

This target will be measured based on the total number of all nbn customers' Access Component Disconnections each month.
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The performance of the fixed-line telephone network is monitored at three distinct levels by the ACMA under its
Network Reliability Framework (NRF)
Telstra is required to report to the ACMA on the performance of its network and to fix poorly performing cable runs and
individual services
The NRF applies only to services that Telstra provides to its Customer Service Guarantee (CSG) Standard-eligible customers. The NRF requires monitoring and/or remedying network reliability
performance at three levels (ACMA, 2015a):
•

Level 1—national and geographical area level, based on Telstra’s 44 field service areas (FSAs)

•

Level 2—local level, cable runs in disaggregated parts of the network

•

Level 3—individual service level that includes all Telstra services covered by the CSG Standard.

Level 1 – national and field service area performance
Figure 12. Percentage availability and percentage of fault-free CSG services (ACMA, 2015a)

Figure 13. Average time to restore services (ACMA, 2015a)

Percentage of CSG Standard services that did not experience a fault during the month (1a)
Percentage of time in a month that CSG services are available (1b) i.e. not awaiting repair

•
•

Fault occurrences in CSG Standard services have increased
Note seasonal nature of faults
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•

On average, Telstra has taken increasingly longer to fix faults
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Telstra has been remediating cables and fixing faults as required under the NRF
Fixed-line infrastructure performance (cont.)
Level 2 – local cable run remediation
Level 2 of the NRF requires Telstra to report on and undertake remediation work on the 40 poorest performing cable runs — a set of 10 or 100 copper wire pairs within a physical cable sheath
— each month.
During 2014–15, Telstra completed remediation and monitoring of 558 cable runs, some of which were identified for remediation in previous reporting periods. For the year, Telstra identified the
required 480 cable runs to be remediated. Telstra also remediated an additional 417 cable runs associated with the reported cable runs. This number is slightly less than in 2013–14, when it
remediated an additional 479 cable runs. Telstra estimated that remediation work undertaken as part of Level 2 of the NRF in 2014–15 improved the reliability of 26,607 services compared to
the 32,238 services that benefited from remediation under Level 2 of the NRF in 2013–14 (ACMA, 2015a).

Level 3 – Individual service performance
Telstra is required to take action to prevent an individual CSG Standard-eligible service from experiencing more than either three faults in a rolling 60-day period or four faults in a rolling 365
day period.

Figure 14. Number of services with multiple faults (ACMA 2015a)
Telstra is required to remediate any service that breaches the fault thresholds and then monitor that
service for an eight-month period. If a service experiences another fault (known as a monitoring-period
fault) during the monitoring period Telstra must report this to ACMA together with an assessment of
whether the fault is related or unrelated to the original fault(s) (ACMA, 2015a).

•

Slight increase over the last year in the number of 60-day threshold breaches.

•

Slight decrease over the last year in the number of services experiencing breaches of the
365-day threshold.

•

Increase in the number of monitoring period faults: 809 across 633 services in 2014-15 vs
636 across 558 services in 2013-14 (ACMA, 2015a).

Telstra CSG Standard services with four or more faults in a rolling 60-day period (3a)
Telstra CSG Standard services with five or more faults in a rolling 365-day period (3b)
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Complaints about Faults to the TIO have steadily increased over the last few years (TIO, 2015a)
Complaint levels to the TIO can also provide a consumer based indication of fixed-line infrastructure performance
The legislated Customer Service Guarantee Standard issued by ACMA protects residential and small business customers from poor landline telephone service. The CSG Standard specifies
time frames for the connection of specified services, the repair of faults and the attendance of appointments by service providers. Customers are entitled to compensation if these time frames
are not met.
A high-level performance indicator of the fixed-line infrastructure and service provider is the number of new complaints to the TIO about fault repairs to the CSG services. While the underlying
cause of some complaints may be customer service related, it does indicate issues with landline services that are not being rectified in the legislated timeframes.
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Figure 14. Repair delay complaints (intermittent faults)
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Figure 15. Repair delay complaints (bad weather)
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Figure 16. Repair delay complaints (compensation sought)

TIO General Trends 2014-15 Annual Report (TIO, 2015b)
•

18.4 per cent increase in complaints about fully unusable internet services (5,839)

•

20.6 per cent increase in complaints about fully unusable landline services (4,977)

•

12.3 per cent increase in complaints about delayed new internet connections (4,871)

•

23.6 per cent increase in complaints about delayed new landline connections (4,248)

•

Connection and fault repair delays have been a theme in new complaints about landline and internet
services going back three years. Recently, the increased rollout of the national broadband network (nbn) has
contributed to these complaints, with one in four complaints about connection delays in 2014-15 related to
nbn services. A study of a sample of fault and connection complaints (excluding nbn-related matters)
suggested that customer service may be a theme.

0
2011-2012

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Figure 17. Repair delay complaints (completely or partially unusable service)
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In terms of broadband quality, Australia’s global ranking for average internet speed has dropped over the last
year as networks in other countries continue to improve their infrastructure
Broadband quality in Australia (Akamai, 2014)
Comparing broadband services globally, Australia currently ranks 46th in terms of average connection
speed (7.8Mbps) and 44th in terms of the percentage of connections greater than 10Mbps (18 per
cent).
As a comparison, 1st ranked South Korea’s average speed is 23.1Mbps with 75 per cent of
connections above 10Mbps.
Table 14. Comparison of average internet speeds of a selection of
countries, with global ranking in parentheses. Data from (Akamai, 2014).
Country/region

Q2 2015
Av Mbps

% Above 4
Mbps

% Above
10Mbps

% Above
15Mbps

South Korea

(1) 23.1

(1) 96%

(1) 75%

(1) 53%

United Kingdom

(19) 11.8

(34) 85%

(20) 41%

(17) 23%

New Zealand

8.4

(26) 87%

(40) 21%

(38) 7.2%

Australia

(46) 7.8

(50) 74%

(44) 18%

(39) 7.2%

Australia’s ranking dropped from 41st a year prior (Q2 2014) as other regions
continued to improve their networks. Regulatory bodies such as the US FCC
also continue to lift standards to encourage more investment and better
performance in the sector (to which by comparison may cause us to lag
behind in future if Australia does not also have similar standards/pressures in
place).
Reflecting advances in technology, market offerings by broadband providers
and consumer demand the US FCC recently updated its broadband
benchmark speeds to 25 Mbps for downloads and 3 Mbps for uploads
because “the 4 Mbps/1 Mbps standard set in 2010 is dated and inadequate
for evaluating whether advanced broadband is being deployed to all
Americans in a timely way”, the FCC found (Federal Communications
Commission, 2015).
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United States: Google Fibre
The broadband market in the US has been
boosted by the entrance of Google Fibre in
2011. Existing operators have upgraded their
networks to offer gigabit speeds in order to
complete with Google’s affordable gigabit
speed-based plans (e.g. $70USD/month for an
unlimited gigabit connection). Google Fibre is
currently available in 18 cities across the US
and is expanding (Google, 2016).

Increase in complaints about speed
“In 2014-15, one in six new internet
complaints were about slow internet speeds.
This issue, which grew by 14.7 per cent to
5,182, was prevalent in postcodes with new
developments in Melbourne…suggests there
may be capacity problems in these areas.”
(TIO, 2015b)

Government, policy, & the nbn
The Senate Select Committee on the nbn
in 2015 released recommendations to
increase the public availability of nbn
program planning and design information to
allow further public scrutiny (Parliament of
Australia Select Committee on the National
Broadband Network, 2015).
The Determination itself contains unclear performance
standards e.g. “adequately served
to mean the download transmission speed of
the service is normally more than 25Mbps”.
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Victoria’s availability of mobile and fixed-line broadband services is about average when compared with the
other States and Territories, although fixed-line broadband lags behind that in leading countries
Broadband Availability (Department of Communications and the Arts, 2014)
National comparison

Table 16. QLD coverage

Table 17. SA coverage

Table 18. NSW coverage

Table 15. VIC coverage

Table 19. ACT coverage

Table 20. TAS coverage

Table 21. NT coverage

Victoria’s performance against other states:
•

Low availability of FTTP connections

•

Mobile Broadband (3G/4G) coverage above average

•

ADSL coverage good, however the technology is due to be decommissioned upon completion of nbn rollout (services being
turned off in areas upon connection).

Table 22. WA coverage
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Mobile network infrastructure is performing strongly, after significant investment by the networks over the past
few years
Strong competition for market share in the subsector has fuelled investment, particularly from Telstra and Vodafone
Telecommunication networks are owned by private enterprises which aim to continually increase their
market share to increase revenue. Market share (customer numbers) depend on customer satisfaction,
which is dependent in part on network performance. This drives continual investment and improvement in
the infrastructure by the operators. Telstra on average spends around $1.1 billion per year on upgrading its
mobile network. Vodafone has invested $3 billion over the last five years to improve its network.

“The breadth and depth of service customers
enjoy when using our NextG network remains an
important competitive advantage for us”
(Telstra Corporation Limited 2012)

Complaints to the TIO about mobile coverage are down significantly
Complaints about mobile coverage decreased 49.2 per cent, from 11,709 issues in 2013-14 to 5,947 in 2014-15. These complaints are now 20 per cent of the 29,809 complaints
recorded four years ago (TIO, 2015b).

Market forces drive performance levels in the industry: Case Study – Vodafone’s journey
In 2010 after the merger with 3, Vodafone customers began experiencing significant network performance issues. Customer dissatisfaction was compounded with a number of customer
service and data security issues.
Criticism of Vodafone became vocal and public on social media and online throughout December and January, uniting through the Vodafail.com website which logged 11,000 complaints in
a month (Australian Communications Consumer Action Network, 2011).
In early 2011, Vodafone responded to the network performance issues with a communication to all customers advising the accelerat ed infrastructure upgrades planned:

I’m writing to you because over the past few months we have let down some of our customers…Some of you have experienced issues including dropped calls, delayed
SMS and voicemails, slow data speeds, inconsistent coverage and long waits when you called us….
What happened?

When more people joined us and some of our customers started using lots more data than they had before, we didn’t keep up, and some technical faults added to
the issue...
What we’re doing now?
Our technical teams are working intensively to improve our network. We are installing new equipment, we are continuing to add more capacity in busy areas, and we are
continuously monitoring all of our systems day and night for any issues
In October we announced network improvement and expansion plans to bring you a stronger network with better coverage, a stronger signal, and faster data
speeds. Those plans have now been accelerated, including building a new 3G network (which will work particularly well for smartphones and mobile broadband) as
well as upgrading and adding new sites to our current network – work which is well underway.
In fact, over the next 12 months we’ll be building or upgrading 2,500 new sites around Australia which will dramatically improve our overall network capability, reliability
and coverage. By the time we’re done, we will have invested over $1 billion in our network.

Communication distributed to all Vodafone customers from Vodafone CEO Nigel Dews (03/03/2011)
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The Vodafone example shows how market forces drive investment in infrastructure when needed and set the
corresponding infrastructure performance levels
Figure 19. Number of mobile customers for Vodafone,
Telstra, and Optus

Mobile Revenue
12

Millions

Billions

Figure 18. Mobile revenue for Vodafone, Telstra, and Optus

Vodafone 2010-2013

Number of Mobile Customers

18

•

Vodafone’s network performance and
customer service issues lost the
company over 2 million customers.

•

Complaints about Vodafone to the
ombudsman increased by over 20 per
cent.
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Vodafone 2013-2015

6

•

Following significant investment in
network infrastructure ($3 billion)
since the issues and introducing a
number of customer service
initiatives, the number of complaints
to the TIO about Vodafone declined
significantly (40 per cent since
2010).

•

The year-on-year decline in customer
numbers also slowed significantly
over this period.
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Figure 20. TIO Complaints for Vodafone, Telstra, and Optus
Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman
New Complaints (Mobile)
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Telstra 2010-2015

35

•

Telstra has consistently invested on
average $1.1 billion each year in
mobile infrastructure.

•

During the whole period, Telstra saw a
large increase in the number of mobile
customers, as Vodafone’s customer
base declined.

30
25
20
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10
5
0
2010-11

2011-12

Telstra mobile

2012-13

2013-14
Optus Mobile

2014-15

Data from: (Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman, 2015a)
and operator annual reports between 2011 and 2015.
Vodafone Mobile
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As network provider investment is primarily driven by the associated monetary based cost/benefit analysis,
infrastructure gaps in regional areas can result where there are low subscriber numbers
Rail – Mobile Black spots
Mobile broadband has allowed individuals to remove themselves from the office desk and work from a variety of new
locations. This technology is not without issues, black spots being the number one problem when working remotely.
This is highlighted by regional commuters travelling to Melbourne for work.

Figure 21. Telstra mobile coverage map showing
strong metropolitan coverage (OpenSignal 2016)

Regional commuters make a journey of greater than 45 minutes on a daily basis Monday to Friday. A number of these
commuters utilise the time to increase their productivity by completing work on the train each day.
Commuters are impacted by the mobile black spots in regional Victoria, experiencing poor reception and lost
connections during their journeys.

The decision to provide coverage in these regional black spot areas would typically not pass a cost-benefit analysis
for the telecommunication providers, but is for the greater public good.
Hence, governments have a role to play in ensuring accessibility in these areas through legislation and funding
mechanisms, for the benefit of the wider community.

Figure 22. Melbourne Rail Network with black spot overlay
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Figure 23. Melbourne – Ballarat Line with Mobile Broadband blackspot overlay
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The Commonwealth Government has been proactive in providing funding and working with the network
operators to fix a large number of blackspots nationally for greater mobile connectivity
Rail – Mobile Black spots – Funded Base Station Upgrade
The Commonwealth government has initiated a solution to reduce black spot impacts across the Australia.
Figure 24. Telstra National Black Spot Upgrade – Phase 1

•

Mobile base station upgrades will reduce connection/disruption issues for commuters in areas being
uplifted

•

Upgrades not happening on all regional rail routes

•

Second phase of upgrades has a national $60 million allocation, but sites have not yet been identified

Figure 26. Melbourne – Ballarat line

Victoria has been awarded $21 million to uplift 110 mobile base
stations across the state.
Figure 25. Victorian Base Station Upgrade Locations
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Data centres and services have seen no major issues in the past few years as improved data centre designs
provide higher levels of availability and resiliency
Data centres
Data centres are privately managed and have contracted obligations to customers to provide a given level of service availability. Detailed performance statistics for data centres are
not publicly available.
Data centre outages nationally have historically been due to extreme weather events causing power outages or other equipment failures causing loss of power. For example at the
Perth Fujitsu Data Centre in February 2015 or the air conditioning malfunction at Westpac in Sydney in 2011. No major data centre outages appear to have occurred in Victoria in
the past few years.

CenITex
As a major provider of Victorian Government IT services, CenITex has seen a gradual reduction in the number of severity one and two issues over the past few years.
Figure 27. Frequency of significant incidents 2013-15 (CenITex, 2015)
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ICT Infrastructure provides underlying support to all other sector services
Core ICT in other sectors
Figure 28. Core ICT in other primary sectors
Energy Management System (EMS)
Gathers real-time telemetered information on the network, substations,
generators and loads

Melbourne businesses
Owns relatively sophisticated fault monitoring and telemetry
system

Smart Meters
Enable time of use pricing and demand based pricing, whereby consumption
during peak periods can be charged at higher rate than off peak consumption

GMW
Owns thousands of remotely operating gates and meters

Water &
Waste

Energy

Myki
Introduced in 2007, comprises of approximately 23,500
operational devices

Weather Monitoring
e.g. BoM Australian Tsunami Warning System, Flood
Forecasting Service

National Livestock Identification System (NLIS)
Allows tracking from birth to slaughter, ensuring
biosecurity, meat safety, product integrity and market
access

Science

Transport

ICT

Digital Train Radio System (DRTS)
Replaces Urban Train Radio System, providing secure,
highly functional communications network

The ICT sector (the subject of this
report) has identified critical ICT
assets that contribute to Victorian
business, communities and
citizens connectivity to all other
sector services.
Internet Connectivity
Funded by VicSmart to all government schools

Ticketek
Online booking systems

Education

Culture

Online Catalogue Systems
Larger assets such as the State Library maintain
online cataloguing systems to manage and track
books and other product

Justice

Student Management Systems
For VET or HE provider to record admissions and
enrolments, calculate fees and provide legislated
reporting

Health and
Human
Services

ESTA CAD
Supports ESTA incident dispatch with above-target
availability of 99.96%

Public Hospital
ICT framework released to provide guidance and alignment and
enables health services to develop local strategic plans and
operational priorities for ICT

CFA Radio Rollout
Rollout of more than 9,000 new devices installed in
1220 CFA brigades across Victoria, enabling better
communications technology

Medical Research Facilities
Limited ICT capacity except in corporate systems. Investment
largely through self-funding or Commonwealth infrastructure
support program grants
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The ability of agencies and citizens to respond to extreme weather events and other disasters is particularly
reliant on the telecommunication and communications networks
The criticality of infrastructure in the subsectors
Table 23. Subsector infrastructure criticality

Mobile

Mobile telecommunications services are used to provide early warning information to communities at risk of natural disasters and are essential in relief operations, for
members of the community to communicate with each other and for Emergency Service Organisations to perform their duties effectively.

Fixed-line

The copper network provides a reliable communication channel throughout power outages. However, its gradual replacement with optical fibre via the nbn will require
another level of resiliency planning with power critical to the operation of the fibre network.

The key responsibility of the broadcasting sector in a national emergency is to facilitate the distribution of authoritative information to the public in a timely manner.

Broadcast

The ABC has Memorandum of Understandings or partnerships with the emergency bodies in all States and Territories that commit the Corporation to use its best
endeavours to provide emergency warnings.
Broadcasting transmission and distribution infrastructure is essential to the subsector’s ability to provide emergency communications. Local radio plays a key role in
providing information to regional Australian communities during times of emergency given the wide geographic area over which the ABC local radio services are
broadcast. Local Radio is broadcast on some 240 transmitters around the country, as well as some 130 self-help installations.

Data centres each provide services to many business, at varying levels of criticality. These businesses may be impacted if the data centre is affected and business
continuity planning has not occurred.
Data Centres

The demand for cloud services has seen an increase in the use of data centre services. Each organisation using data centre services would need to evaluate the
criticality (and business impact) of their services to be provided and would need to select an appropriately tiered service to match the requirements.
Businesses should also have a plan to deal with an unscheduled impact to services, such as during a natural disaster. Any such plan should be appropriate for the
degree of reliance on the continuous availability and performance of the service, and should form part of the broader business continuity planning for the agency.
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Assets across the sector are susceptible to physical damage from natural disasters as well as inoperability
through power loss
Physical damage
Telstra’s physical assets such as exchange buildings, cables, towers, microwave dishes and mobile sites are all susceptible to physical damage from natural disasters, especially in the more
remote regions of Australia.
In Telstra’s experience, underground cables are generally more resilient in the face of natural disasters. By way of example, despite the severe heat experienced in the Victorian Black Saturday
bushfires the vast majority of the network withstood the intensity of the fires. There was some, limited damage to 18 optical fibre pits.
Aerial cabling is also particularly vulnerable in cyclones and high winds and in flood situations poles may be washed away, leading to aerial cabling across creeks and rivers being severed
(Telstra Corporation Limited, 2014).

Power loss
Key elements of Telstra’s networks rely on a continuous supply of power. These include exchanges and mobile base stations. If the power supply is disrupted, functionality may be lost to that
equipment, and to the services supported by that equipment.
Fibre optic networks are no exception and require power to be available at both the switch and the customer ends of the network to remain operative. Each customer premises will require as a
minimum the restoration of their domestic power for their service to be restored
This is different to the existing Telstra copper network design where a loss of power at the customer’s premises will not ordinarily impact services at the premise (unless a cordless phone is
used).
As for the telecommunications subsector, Broadcasters are also critically dependent on power for enabling continuous transmission.

The impact of a natural disaster:
The impact of the Black Saturday Victorian Bushfires in 2009 to the Telstra network
included:
•

8000 PSTN services impacted

•

27 mobile base stations impacted

•

2700 ADSL services impacted

•

40 network sites lost mains power

•

53 portable generators deployed.

The majority arose due to the loss of mains power in the impacted areas.
(Telstra Corporation Limited 2014)
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While resiliency in the sector is primarily managed by the private sector, the Government plays an active nonregulatory role in supporting asset owners in managing the risks to the assets and in information sharing
Telstra and other asset owners are responsible for the resiliency of their own networks
Much of Australia’s critical infrastructure, including for the supply of energy, food, water, transport, communications, health, banking and finance, is owned or managed by private entities. This
infrastructure is generally not eligible for Australian Government assistance for reconstruction or replacement under the Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements, as it does not meet
the definition of an essential public asset.

The Government encourages and enables critical infrastructure providers to better manage risks to their assets, supply chains and networks
The Australian Government has the unique ability to bring critical infrastructure sectors together in a non-competitive environment to discuss and address vulnerabilities within sectors on a
national or cross-jurisdictional basis as well as enabling the identification of cross-sector dependencies. It also provides information guidelines to the community on being best prepared for an
event.

Commonwealth Government:
Trusted Information Sharing Network (TISN)
The TISN was refocussed in April 2015 as a forum for cooperation and information sharing between the Australian Government and the owners and operators of critical infrastructure. Over the
previous 10 years TISN had focussed more primarily on terrorism and national security. TISN is comprised of 7 sector groups, of which the Communications Sector Group (CSG) was formed to
share information on, and develop best practice to mitigate, vulnerabilities in critical communications infrastructure. CSG members are drawn f rom the telecommunications, broadcasting,
international submarine cable and postal sectors, as well as relevant state and territory government agencies.
Critical Infrastructure Resilience (CIR) Strategy
The CIR Strategy was developed with the aim of achieving ‘the continued operation of critical infrastructure in the face of all hazards’ (Attorney-General’s Department 2010, p. 8). It encourages
and enables critical infrastructure providers to better manage risks to their assets, supply chains and networks.
Critical Infrastructure Program for Modelling and Analysis
Where relevant data are available, the program analyses the relationships and dependencies between critical infrastructure systems and provides critical infrastructure owners and operators
analysis to help prevent, prepare for, respond to and recover from natural or human-caused hazards (Attorney-General’s Department, 2014).
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Sector resiliency (continued)

Telstra and other asset owners are responsible for the resiliency of their own networks
Victorian Government:
Emergency Management Victoria
Victoria’s Emergency Management Act 2013 (the Act) established Emergency Management Victoria
(EMV). The Act is the first part of four planned stages to renew emergency management
arrangements in Victoria.
EMV supports the Emergency Management Commissioner, who has overall responsibility for
coordination before, during, and after major emergencies including management of consequences of
an emergency. EMV shares responsibility with a range of agencies, organisations and departments
for ensuring the system of emergency management in Victoria is sustainable, effective and
community focussed.
Victorian Sector Resilience Network
A Sector Resilience Network (SRN), chaired by the relevant portfolio department for each critical
infrastructure sector brings together portfolio departments with owners and/or operators of critical
infrastructure to consider the management of risk and improve the resilience of the sector’s essential
goods and service to the community.
The responsibility for Communications is currently with DEDJTR.
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Partnerships between Government, Industry, and ESOs
Ongoing and existing
relationships and protocols the
industry and ESOs have in
place to allow for such quick
action to be taken during times
of emergency or in response to
disasters.

Government

Industry

ESOs

This includes having dedicated personnel at major
telecommunications carriers for liaison with ESOs.
For example, during days of high fire potential, Telstra
representatives from the Telstra Major Incident Management
team and the Telstra Victorian StateNet Mobile Radio (SMR)
team attend the Victorian Emergency Coordination Centre
(VECC). During the Victorian Bushfires in 2009 the Telstra
team liaised with the emergency management team to provide
valuable real time information concerning the operation and
performance of the SMR as well as Telstra’s fixed and mobile
networks. The SMR representative works extensively with the
incident communications planners to co-ordinate incident
command and fire ground communications (AMTA, 2013).
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Mobile network providers have dealt with a number of extreme weather events in recent years, the learnings
from which have successively fed into refining their response measures
Carriers are continuing to enhance their capacity to anticipate damage to their networks in order to restore service as
quickly as possible
1. Increasing network resilience (prevention)
After the 2013 Far North Queensland floods, Telstra undertook a National Network Resilience Review which resulted in 50 recommendations to increase the resilience of Telstra’s network (to
improve core network architectures, deployment standards and operational processes).
Telstra engaged in the following to ensure the resilience of its network (Telstra Corporation Limited, 2014):
i.

Building third level redundancy into the core network so that if the main connectivity path is affected, other paths are available to keep customers connected

ii.

Providing improved backup power capability for continuity of services in case of power failure. This includes backup power capability including stand-by generators and battery backups.

iii.

Ensuring regular testing: of standby generators, batteries, rectifiers and associated alarms.

iv.

Deploying critical spares at strategic sites to allow a two to six hour response time in emergencies depending on the platform held by either the vendor or Telstra for transmission, core,
aggregation and mobiles infrastructure.

v.

Reviewing and updating deployment standards for infrastructure so improved options can be implemented for new deployments. For example, providing solutions to maximise fibre
diversity within the exchange environment.

The resilience of mobile networks in bushfire-prone areas is also partially dependent on maintaining a schedule of back burning around mobile base stations. This is an example of how regular
preparedness processes are vital to ensuring the resilience of telecommunications networks during natural disasters or emergencies (AMTA, 2013).

According to AMTA (Australian Mobile Telecommunications Association) “the existing mobile
networks are well placed to deal with extreme weather events”
(Parliament of Australia: Senate Standing Committees on Environment and Communications, 2013)
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Mobile network providers are also investing in innovative technology solutions to allow rapid restoration of
services in the event of a network outage

2. Improving service restoration
Similarly, during an emergency, the following initiatives are helping to speed up service restoration in affected areas (Telstra Corporation Limited, 2014):


Network management processes in place to actively monitor network alerts and traffic levels in order to respond quickly to unexpected loads on networks



Creating innovative technology solutions which allow Telstra to restore services quickly to disaster impacted communities, and assist within the overall recovery effort. Examples of
such technology solutions include:


Cells on Wheels (CoWs) – a portable mobile base station that provides temporary coverage if a mobile site is lost or a temporary expansion of mobile coverage



Satellite Cells on Wheels (SatCoWs) – provides Telstra Next G™ network coverage for locations where there is no terrestrial backhaul network or power available. It is
highly portable (can be transported in a standard 4WD, light aircraft or helicopter) and can be set up within 1.5 hours. In the aftermath of Cyclone Yasi a SatCOW was
deployed to Palm Island, restoring communications within 24 hours.

Figure 29. Telstra SatCoW (Telstra Corporation Limited, 2010)



•

Mobile Exchanges on Wheels (MEOW) – a temporary mobile exchange service which can operate using generators, batteries or mains power to enable the quick
installation of temporary communication solutions, especially for those communities hardest hit by the disaster. Telstra is not aware of any other carrier globally who offers
innovative technology solutions such as MEOWs.

•

Use of Long Term Evolution (LTE) mobile broadband technology – such that emergency service traffic within a virtual private network can be granted higher priority so that
vital communications are not disrupted in situations where the network is at risk of being overloaded.

Provision of rapid connectivity and services to support ESOs in the establishment of disaster co-ordination centres. For example, during the Queensland floods in 2010, Telstra
established the telecommunications services to support the Queensland Government Disaster Coordination Centre in Mary Street Brisbane. Within 24 hours, Telstra installed 30
Telstra IP Phones and Internet connectivity to enable all agencies involved in the disaster coordination to communicate effectively.
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For the traditional copper network, exchanges can be single points of failure, with in some cases, hundreds of
thousands of copper pairs entering an exchange
Damage to an exchange can cause large scale service outages to fixed-line networks
In November 2012 the Telstra Telephone Exchange at Warrnambool, in south west Victoria, caught fire and disrupted the telecommunications services of the entire region (including over
61,000 PSTN services). Many residents in the area lost all telephone and internet services (including health monitoring systems, EFTPOS and ATM services) and many were out of order
for up to 20 days (Ahmed K et al., 2014).

The copper network itself is also highly susceptible to bad weather, particularly flooding
In poor weather the copper network suffers from drop outs and line faults where cables in the pits are insufficiently sealed, allowing water to get in and short the circuit, and over time
corrode the cable.

Figure 30. Fire Damage Inside Warrnambool Exchange (Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 2014)
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However, the growth in the fibre footprint via the nbn rollout will change the resiliency profile of the fixed-line
network
nbn service availability is power dependent unlike the copper network
nbn customers are able to select whether to have battery backup for their Network Termination Device (NTD). In the case of a natural disaster where power may be lost to network buildings
and at the customer premises for extended periods, the restoration of power to a network building may no longer be sufficient to restore service to a customer. Each customer premises will
require as a minimum the restoration of their domestic power for their service to be restored.

Resiliency has been designed into the nbn fibre network through diversity
nbn has designed and built the National Broadband Network (nbn) to offer high levels of availability and redundancy. For example, in almost all cases, key pieces of nbn infrastructure are
connected by fibre ‘loops’, which ensure that equipment remains connected to the network even when a link becomes unavailable. This means that a break in one cable will not isolate a
Fibre Access Node (FAN) from the parent Aggregation Node (which holds the Point of Interconnect (PoI) for the Retail Service Providers (RSP)) (DBCDE, 2013).

The nbn provides multiple paths between FANs and POIs so traffic on these links will be automatically re-routed with minimal impact on end users and service providers. In the highly unlikely
event of a total failure of a facility housing the point of interconnect, service providers and nbn will need to work closely together to restore services through another POI. This will cause
problems for RSPs that only have services connected to a single POI and may occur if the provider is small or regionally focused or providing special services to customers in one area.
There also exists a ‘cold standby’ distribution fibre diversity path between the FAN and Fibre Distribution Hub (FDH) with fibre spitters contained in a small cabinet located in the street. In the
event of a fibre failure between the FAN and FDH, a technician will be able to patch and activate an alternate fibre connection.

The opportunity exists to redesign exchanges with fibre cabling to increase resilience and provide more effective
emergency management (Ahmed K et al., 2014)
Containerisation of key telecommunication systems including access network termination, aggregation and transit systems would provide a vital capability that could be deployed to enhance
or replace existing facilities in the event of a major infrastructure failure.
By moving away from copper to an all or partial fibre access network, the exchange could be redesigned in such a way that the FAN and FSAM modules could be caged into one or more
containers. In this scenario the point of interconnect is the container and the fibre entering and leaving the building would terminate at the containers. If the building is destroyed then a new
interim mobile container could be brought in and placed adjacent to the destroyed building. The external fibre cables could be patched and rerouted into the replacement container providing
immediate service restoration.
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Broadcasting systems are well prepared to respond to outages but improvements can be made to the
accessibility of fuel to broadcasters in an emergency for longer-term outages
Backup systems are widely available across most parts of the network, but are restricted by the availability of fuel
(Parliament of Australia, 2013)
All metropolitan services and most major regional services have a stand-by program source (Satellite feed) and standby power (emergency generators) that allow continued broadcasting in
the event of an outage.
Many smaller regional communities, however, have no standby power available and would be a significant infrastructure investment to remediate.

At major transmission sites, if long emergency situations occur and generators are in use, access to fuel becomes an issue. Recommendation #6 of the Senate committee paper was to
“consider granting public broadcasters priority access to fuel during times of emergency for the purpose of broadcasting emergency warnings and information, and in a way that does not
impede the ability of emergency service organisations to access fuel”.

The ABC broadcast network is supported by other channels in the event of service disruption (DBCDE, 2013)
The ABC has the largest radio and television networks in Australia and is also supported by a comprehensive website. It is a recognised and trusted source of local information, including
emergency information, for many communities. This network is supported by portable FM radio transmitter units that can be rapidly deployed when existing infrastructure is damaged. For
example, during the bushfires in Victoria in 2009 the ABC relocated its Western Australian and Queensland flyaway units to Melbourne for emergency broadcast purposes for the
communities of Kinglake and Healesville/Warburton.

Other networks are also under the television industry codes to support the broadcast of emergency information
SBS will also broadcast emergency warnings on its television and radio services at the request of emergency service agencies, although SBS cannot provide the same local focus as the
ABC. The free-to-air commercial radio and television industry codes of practice require licensees to ensure they have procedures in place to enable the timely and accurate broadcast of
emergency information.
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Data centres are responsible for managing their own resiliency, which forms a key component of agreements
with their customers. Customers are also responsible for ensuring they have adequate plans in place for an
event.
Data centres are largely centralised within the Melbourne CBD, however some have multiple locations for additional
redundancy
Due to the close geographical proximity of major Data Centres around the Melbourne CBD, there is a risk that a catastrophic event/natural disaster within the CBD could affect a significant
proportion of Victorian businesses/consumers of data services at the same time. The resiliency of a service (redundancy and availability) also depends on the tier level of the facility and the
service contracted.

Businesses need to have business continuity plans in place in order to minimise the impacts of any outages to their organisation.

Figure 31. Data centre locations in Victoria

A 2013 review by the Auditor-General found that
CenITex, a Victorian Government ICT services
provider, failed to have a business continuity plan
in place:
“While most portfolio departments have a DRP,
the effectiveness of these plans is uncertain as
CenITex does not have sufficient disaster
recovery capability to respond to a significant
event. This means that for the 10 portfolio
departments whose information systems are
supported by CenITex, the ability to recover
operations and provide essential public services is
at risk. Unassessed and unmanaged, this risk
should be unacceptable to Parliament and the
public.”
(Victorian Auditor-General's Office, 2013)

The Government has announced a new approach
to the establishment and management of shared
business support services in the Victorian
Government. CenITex will continue to provide ICT
services that are specific to government.
CenITex’s service delivery and governance will be
reformed with a new customer oriented board
structure and regular performance monitoring.
Implementation of the new governance framework
commenced in 2015.
(Victorian Government Media Release 30 June 2015)
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Cyber security affects the resilience of critical IT infrastructure, and threats are increasing; however, the
Commonwealth and State Governments are responding with appropriate strategy and investment
Australia’s Cyber Maturity is currently strong but threats are increasing
The Australian Strategic Policy Institute’s Cyber Maturity Index report in 2015 indicates that the fundamentals of Australia’s cyber maturity are strong. It states that the number, type and
sophistication of cyber security threats to Australia and Australians are increasing and will continue to do so (Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 2015).

Australia’s national Cyber Security Strategy is being refreshed
The Australian National Cyber Security Strategy is being refreshed and is due for release in 2016. It will discuss how Government, industry and academia can collaborate to take advantage
of the benefits of the internet and to make our online systems and networks more resilient against cyber-attacks.
Australia’s national Cyber Security Strategy was first released in 2009. In November 2014 a review of the national strategy and policies in place was announced with the intention of also
looking for practical ways to improve national security and work with business to make online commerce more secure. This resulted in the recommendation to refresh the strategy (Dept of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet 2015).

Victoria is becoming a regional hub for cyber security
Major organisations have their cyber security operations based in Melbourne including three of the four major banks, Telstra, nbn (network operations centre), and CSIRO’s Data61
(Premier of Victoria, 2015).
In December 2015, the Victorian Government announced its partnership with Oxford University’s Global Cyber Security Capacity Centre (GCSCC) which would see its first international
office established in Melbourne in the first half of 2016.
Oxford’s GCSCC is a global leader in cyber security and carries out audits of national cyber security risks and capabilities that help countries to plan investments and strategies to improve
their digital security. The GCSCC office will be co-located with a new Oceania Cyber Security Centre (OCSC) which will bring together eight Victorian universities, the Melbourne-based
Defence Science Institute and major private sector partners. The new OCSC centre will aim to advance Victoria’s position as a regional leader in cyber security education, research, policy
and entrepreneurship.
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Demand on mobile infrastructure, particularly for data, has been fuelled by a number of factors
Supply and demand are tightly coupled in the telecommunications sector, with greater service demands driving supplyside investment in higher capacity and faster networks. This in turn drives further demand.
1. Level of network investment
Faster networks with greater coverage and capacity
increase the number of applications for consumers
and encourage use
Investment

3. Devices
The number of devices on the networks will affect total demand for mobile network capacity
• Mobile phone penetration has reached saturation levels as consumers continue to
Device
replace their mobile phones with smartphones (12.07 million Australian adults in 2014 to
availability
13.41 million in 2015, an increase of 11.1 per cent) (ACMA, 2015d).

Telstra's recent investment in 4G
network covers 94% of the population up
from 87 percent over the previous year.

The cost and availability of smartphones (4G enabled)
• Screen size and resolution
• 4G enabled devices
• Affordability.

Telstra reported a 48 per cent increase
in 4G services, with 7.7 million 4G
devices on its network at June 15
compared to 5.2 million at June 14.

Network
performance

4. Consumer application use

Consumer
demand

The rise of on-demand video and streaming apps
• Mobile devices now generate 50 per cent of YouTube’s global traffic (up
from 41 per cent in 2013).
Application
availability &
use

Subscription
value

2. Subscription affordability
Mobile affordability continues to
improve with the cost of voice and
data services reducing over the past few
years

The changing nature of consumer usage patterns
• Lower call rates, higher use of instant messaging and use of social
media to communicate.
The prevalence and availability of higher quality content
• Higher quality videos being shared.

5. Machine-to-Machine communication
M2M mobile connections are forecast to triple in the five years to 2020 (ACMA, 2015d)

85% Increase in the total volume of mobile data downloaded in the year
Figure 33. Australia’s mobile affordability
Australia's mobile affordability - World ranking
(WEF, 2015)
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Figure 34. Australia’s mobile data usage
Mobile handset subscriber numbers and data usage (ABS, 2015)
85% Increase in the total volume of mobile
data downloaded in the year
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Figure 32. Mobile broadband prices
Mobile broadband prices (USD) for developed
countries (ITU, 2014)
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Mobile data growth will continue to put pressure on the network infrastructure, however, this demand is being
anticipated and planned for by the regulatory authorities and network providers
Mobile capacity factors (ACMA, 2015b)
Increases in mobile broadband capacity are enabled by three main factors:

1. Access to additional spectrum or improved use of existing spectrum

Figure 35. Video fuelling strong mobile data growth (GSMA, 2015
– from CISCO VNI Mobile, 2015)
Mobile data growth predictions (PB/month)

There are significant challenges in spectrum management over the next decade and how these
challenges unfold remains unclear. However, at present some of the developments in the expansion of
spectrum use have either commenced or are imminent. For example, the drive for greater mobility and
continual growth of ‘spectrum hungry’ content (especially in 4G devices, and then eventually for 5G
technologies) will exacerbate any possible capacity crunch. At the same time, continued growth in
internet-enabled wireless devices, machine-to-machine (M2M) and machine-to-people (M2P)
applications place further emphasis on the development of the ‘internet of things’ (IoT) and in the
future the ‘internet of everything’ (IoE).

On the supply side, as new technologies are developed, improved licensing methods will be required
to facilitate the increased role of spectrum sharing as a response to the forecast shortage of spectrum.
Spectrum will also be more dynamically used, as smart antennae and smaller cells will optimise the
use of wireless infrastructure. These competing demands for spectrum bands (especially in the lower
frequencies) will require the regulator in consultation with stakeholders to carefully weigh decisions
about the allocation of spectrum.
This will include consideration of the needs of incumbent services (and their sunk capital investment), together with national safety and security obligations and vital passive and sensing uses of
spectrum. The evidence suggests Australia currently has sufficient spectrum available for mobile broadband services in the short to medium term. However, long lead-times for
making additional spectrum available, and the importance of international harmonisation, mean that the ACMA will press ahead with work in this area. To that end, ACMA released Beyond
2020 — A spectrum management strategy to address the growth in mobile broadband capacity, describing a draft set of strategies, including a transparent spectrum management
planning process for identifying potential future spectrum options for mobile broadband to guide ACMA in its actions.

2. Use of increasingly spectrally efficient technologies
An example is carrier aggregation which allows operators to combine spectrum across different bands to achieve faster speeds – Telstra with Ericsson recently achieved speeds of 1Gbps
using this technology (Ericsson, 2015). Other technology improvements are also being sought, such as higher order modulation schemes which enables a higher encoding rate which
provides higher peak rates in a given cell radius (Ericsson, 2015). Telstra is also developing LTE-Broadcast technology, Voice Over LTE (VoLTE), Video over LTE (ViLTE), and Voice over Wifi
(VoWiFi) which will help to move traffic onto WiFi networks which will reduce pressures (Telstra, 2015b).

3. Deployment of appropriate network infrastructure and topologies.
For example, increasing the number of base stations (macro cells) or installing end-user equipment (femto-cells) to provide better coverage indoors and reduce load on the macro-cells.
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The demand for fixed-line services also is highly dependent on the growth in data hungry applications, the
affordability of the services, and the availability of alternative mobile services
Fixed-line broadband (nbn)
1. Consumer application use
Consumers have been much more receptive to the higher speed tiers (higher cost) plans than expected from initial nbn planning
Continued double-digit growth in volume is expected through changed consumer behaviour and higher speed tiers as a result of application and device demand expanding. For example, new
subscription video services, 4K streaming, and growth in devices per household (nbn, 2015a).
Figure 36. Relationship between affordability and fixed
broadband penetration (Analysys Mason, 2013)
2. Affordability
There is a direct correlation between adoption of broadband services and affordability
The Analysys Mason research in Figure 36 shows approximately a 4 per cent increase in uptake for every
1 per cent drop in proportion of disposable income.
3. Perceived value
Households with low traffic needs and high mobility needs are more likely to be mobile-only
• Mobile-only households are estimated to be around 15 per cent of premises (nbn 2015a).
Vacant premises (e.g. holiday homes) are also unlikely to take up
• Approximately 8.5 per cent of premises are estimated to be vacant and assumed to not take up an nbn
connection (nbn, 2015a).
4. New services
Always-on/always-connected access to communication infrastructure will enable certain technologies to grow (Infrastructure Australia, 2015):
• For example, advances in machine-to-machine (M2M) communication, involving collection of data through
digital sensors, is creating the so-called ‘internet of things’.

PSTN services
1. Availability of mobile substitutes
As mobile phones and subscriptions become more affordable, fewer people are expected to have a landline phone
• At June 2015, 29 per cent of the total adult population - 5.4 million Australians aged 18 years and over - were estimated to be without a fixed-line telephone service in the home, an increase
of two percentage points since June 2014 (ACMA, 2015d).
• There were an estimated 31.6 fixed telephone lines per 100 inhabitants in 2014, down from a high of 56.3 per 100 in 2002. The decline, which mirrors the trend across the developed world,
has been largely a consequence of increasing mobile-phone use. The trend is expected to continue in 2015-19, with only 22 fixed-lines per 100 forecast in 2019 (The Economist Intelligence
Unit. 2015).

2. Migration of services to the nbn
Consumers are being transferred off the copper network as the nbn is rolled out in their area
As the nbn is rolled out, the copper network is being decommissioned in areas where Fibre to the Premises (FTTP), fixed wireless and Hybrid Fibre Coax are being rolled out. These customers
need to choose a fibre based voice product or use alternative communication methods (e.g. mobile, VOIP).
3. Increasing use of over-the-top services
Consumers are using a greater amount of over-the-top services (e.g. skype, FaceTime, Viber, WhatsApp) to communicate rather than traditional landline services
These services generally require a high bandwidth connection to support connection quality. Global voice traffic via OTT VoIP applications is predicted to grow at 20 per cent CAGR to reach 1.4
trillion minutes by 2018, translating to $63 billion in lost voice revenue for traditional service providers.
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As for infrastructure in the mobile sector, demand for data will also drive the demand for high-capacity
broadband infrastructure, which will continue to increase over the next five years
Fixed-line broadband (nbn)
Number of fixed-line broadband subscribers is fairly low, at an estimated 6.1 million in 2014, but is expected to rise at an
average annual rate of 5.8 per cent over the forecast period, to stand at over 8 million by 2019, in part spurred by the nbn
(The Economist Intelligence, Unit 2015).

nbn speed tier mix prediction (2016 Corporate plan)

1. Consumer application use
•

From June 2014 to June 2015, the volume of data downloaded by fixed-line broadband showed a 40 per cent increase.

•

The predicted proportion of users opting for higher speed tiers has been much greater than originally predicted, leading
to higher average revenue per user (ARPU) for nbn. Monthly ARPU is also now forecast to further increase from $40 in
FY15 to $44 in FY18.

From the recent Infrastructure Australia report (Infrastructure Australia, 2015a):
•

Cisco Systems forecasts that video traffic will account for 79 per cent of all global consumer internet traffic in 2018, up
from 66 per cent in 2013.

•

Streaming entertainment content, such as Internet Protocol Television, accounted for 67 per cent of peak period
downloads in North America in September 2014. One content provider, Netflix, accounted for over half of the streaming
content downloads, and also represented 34.9 per cent of all peak period download traffic.

•

The download traffic generated by Internet Protocol Television may expose the limitations of the current broadband
network in some areas, although development of the nbn should help mitigate this.

Figure 37. Wholesale speed tier mix prediction (nbn
Plan 2016, 2015)

nbn speed tier mix prediction (2012-15 Corporate plan)

2. Affordability
•

Affordability of broadband is expected to increase with the roll-out of the nbn.

3. Perceived value
•

nbn subscriptions are estimated to achieve approximately 73 per cent service uptake nationally (nbn, 2015a).

•

Internet usage will still rise in the forecast period, and will in turn spur increasing use of online services, such as video
media and games, that require high-speed downloads to maximise their functionality (The Economist Intelligence Unit,
2015).

Figure 38. Wholesale speed tier mix prediction (nbn Plan
2012-15, 2012)

4. New Services
The number of internet-connected devices is projected to increase exponentially over the medium-term.
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Future demand for Data Centres is expected to grow; although at a slower pace than other ICT sectors

Data Centres: Forecast of key drivers
Many companies providing cloud services in Australia offer both platform or infrastructure as
a service. Deployment models include public, private as well as hybrid clouds. Cloud
providers in Australia are rapidly expanding their cloud capacity and driving growth in the
data service market. According to Frost and Sullivan, revenues from this market in Australia
increased by 18.3 per cent in 2014 to $826 million, with similar growth predicted for 2015
(ACMA, 2015d). Key drivers will include:
•

Capital expenditure on computer software Given the trend of computer software
shifting towards online cloud applications, a rise in capital expenditure on computer
software boosts demand for data centres.

•

Information media and telecommunications industries are key clients for computer
processing industries as they use large amounts of data and require large-scale data
storage. As the amount of data collected increases, these industries will want to ensure
the safe and secure storage of sensitive information. In 2015-16, demand from this
sector is expected to increase slightly.

•

Capital expenditure by the public sector Public sector entities, such as government
departments and healthcare providers, have significant data storage requirements.
Weaker capital expenditure by the public sector therefore tends to decrease demand for
data centre services, which can threaten the industry's performance. In 2015-16, capital
expenditure by the public sector is expected to increase.

•

Internet connections The number of internet connections represents the level of traffic
flow and therefore demand for cloud storage services. More internet connections implies
an increase in internet traffic and is a positive trend for the industry. In 2015-16, the
number of connections is expected to grow, which should generate further demand for
industry players.
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Figure 39. Demand and expenditure in the data centre subsector (per cent
change from year to year)
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Large scale ICT Infrastructure assets in Victoria are well utilised; new technologies are constantly evolving and
enabling future capacity improvements in the various networks.
Victorian statistics:
Victoria is relatively densely populated and therefore has generally high broadband availability ratings. Victoria also generally ranks higher than most other states on quality and availability
due to the availability of hybrid-fibre co-axial (HFC) in Melbourne. For overall quality of fixed broadband service, Victoria has a relatively small share of premises that receive the highest
level of service, but the largest share of premises that receive the top and next best level in aggregate of any state:







93 per cent of premises have access to ADSL
85 per cent have 3G mobile coverage
61 per cent have 4G coverage
33 per cent have access to HFC
3 per cent have access to fibre to the premises
1 per cent of premises also have nbn fixed network access (this category is growing rapidly).

National statistics:
For mobile services:




over 99 per cent of the Australian population has access to voice services mobile networks
81 per cent of premises have access to 3G mobile broadband services
59 per cent of premises have access to 4G services.

For fixed-line internet services:




91 per cent of premises have some access to ADSL technology (however, broadband services may be limited in some cases such as where premises are too far from an exchange or
for areas with no additional capacity)
28 per cent of premises have access to a high speed internet platform (fibre or hybrid fibre)
6 per cent of premises do not have access to fixed broadband services.

The availability and quality of fixed broadband services is generally much higher in the major cities than in other parts of Australia. Across all areas outside the cities, around 80 per cent of
premises receive the lowest quality fixed broadband rating.

nbn’s Statement of Expectations includes a requirement to achieve download data rates of at least 25 Mbps to all premises, and at least 50 Mbps to 90 per cent of fixed-line premises as
soon as possible. This service level requirement, in combination with the requirement to prioritise areas identified by the Broadband Availability and Quality Report as poorly served, is
expected to reduce service disparities between urban and rural areas over the next five years.
Capacity in fixed-line networks can be increased via new technology standards and new equipment at the transmission or end-user sides. For example:
 Copper networks: Introduction of vectoring can increase speeds from 24Mbps (max) to 75-100Mbps by upgrading the exchange equipment and ensuring the end-user has a VDSL
modem
 HFC: New specifications have increased the downstream speeds possible over HFC cable (nbn, 2016d):
 DOCSIS1.0 - 8Mbps,
 DOCSIS 3.0 – 500Mbps,
 DOCSIS 3.1 – 10Gbps
 Fibre: Networks using the GPON standard (2.5Gbps) will be upgradeable to the NG-PON2 standard (40Gbps) released in 2015.
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Australia’s mobile affordability is high, however fixed-line broadband services are relatively expensive
compared to other developed nations
Fixed-line broadband (nbn) wholesale charges (ACCC, 2013)
•

•

•

•

The prices of nbn services are governed by a regulatory framework consisting of the Special Access Understanding (SAU) between nbn and the ACCC, and the Wholesale Broadband
Agreement (WBA), between nbn and Retail Service Providers. The SAU will shape both price and non-price terms until 2040, while the WBA is a commercial contract between nbn and its
customers, and currently has a standard term of two years.
The SAU makes commitments about nbn’s wholesale pricing over the long term, including a process for product development and withdrawal and a limited set of non-price terms and
conditions of supply. It also ensures that nbn will recover no more than its prudently incurred costs, inclusive of an appropriate rate of return on capital.
Under the SAU, the ACCC retains reserve powers in regards to
• the pricing of new products (where not set out in the SAU)
• price rebalancing across all prices (subject to expected net revenue neutrality on a net present value basis over the period to 30 June 2040)
• determination of nbn’s regulatory cost base and the roll-forward of initial losses
• product withdrawal.
It is up to the ACCC to decide whether the SAU will keep the industry competitive and fair and whether or not to call for changes to the document.
The SAU was drafted by nbn and approved by the ACCC in December 2013 after the ACCC finished an extensive two year consultation process with industry on the document.

Fixed-line broadband affordability (AIGroup, 2015)
•
•

IP transit prices are high in relation to other well-developed cities and, although speeds have improved in recent years, they remain relatively slow.
Australia improved to 76th place in 2014-15 for “fixed broadband internet affordability” from 101st place in 2013-14, but it is still significantly below a peak of 10th place in 2009-10. While
Australia's average monthly subscription charges for fixed broadband internet services (i.e. connections) dropped sharply from US$41.30/month in 2012 to $34.14/month in 2013, it remained
significantly above the estimate of US$20.98/month in 2008 (WEF estimates adjusted for PPP and inflation).

Mobile wholesale charges (ACCC, 2015a)
•
•

Mobile phone wholesale service charges are regulated to a limited extent by the ACCC. The ACCC regulates the terms of access and the prices that mobile network operators can
charge to terminate calls and SMS messages on their networks to promote competition and benefit end-users of mobile and fixed-line voice services.
In August 2015, the ACCC revised the wholesale termination rates downward from 3.6c/minute to 1.7c/minute, and for the first time also set a price for operators to receive SMS messages.
This followed a study which benchmarked the costs of the services against those in other countries and included the impacts of efficiency gains of 3G networks over 2G networks. These
prices will apply from 1 January 2016 until 30 June 2019 and should eventually be passed onto consumers through lower prices or improved call and SMS inclusions in retail plans.

Mobile subscription affordability
•

Australia's mobile cellular affordability rose to 14th in 2014-15, from 26th in 2013-14 and 128th place in 2012. The WEF Report estimates that the average per-minute cost of different types
of mobile cellular calls in Australia improved significantly, from US$0.64/min in 2010 to US$0.09/min in 2013 (adjusted for purchasing power parity). The improvement in mobile phone costs
in Australia is also greater than has occurred in other countries over this period (World Economic Forum, 2015).
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Future technology trends will drive ICT infrastructure investment and increases to broadband capacity and
speed
Key forecast technology trends (Hillard and Jeffrey, 2015), will have a significant impact on ICT infrastructure over the
next five years:
Figure 40. Deloitte Tech Trends (Hillard R. and Jeffrey R. 2015)
Implications for Future ICT Infrastructure
Modern systems are based on scalability and “access anywhere” principles.
They are also increasingly likely to be hosted in the cloud. Network
bandwidth and high availability of (network) services are critical to maximise
the large investments in systems modernisation.
This in turn implies the importance of the nbn rollout and providing high
speed network access, especially to regional Victorian businesses who will
be able to increasingly leverage cloud services to become more competitive
(through driving down their ICT costs).

Implications for Future ICT Infrastructure
The Internet of Things (IoT) is starting to proliferate the Victorian public.
From televisions that regularly connect to the internet to media streaming
devices that automatically log into subscription services and “manage”
content consumption, IoT “devices” in the form of ambient computing will
place a significant demand on network capacity and speed. As these devices
become more essential to Victorians (e.g. near field communications for
banking applications, eHealth records stored on a smart phone etc.), speed,
reliability and security of networks as well as the data centres that process
the information would become critical.

Implications for Future ICT Infrastructure

The future workforce will be increasingly “mobile”. The ability for
organisations to support a large mobile workforce will be heavily dependent
on robust ICT infrastructure, specifically high bandwidth, resilient and secure
networks across Victoria that provide the capability for video conferencing
and real-time document sharing on mobile platforms without lag. Based on
current trends, it is unlikely that a highly effective mobile workforce will be
present in Victoria before 2018, due to the dependency on the nbn’s rollouts
and coverage across the state.
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Future technology trends will drive ICT infrastructure investment and increases to broadband capacity and
speed (cont.)
Key technology trends over the next five years
Figure 41: Deloitte Tech Trends (cont.) (Hillard R. and Jeffrey R. 2015)

Implications for Future ICT Infrastructure
“Big data” – massive data sets that are either structured or unstructured –
are increasingly available to businesses through their sophisticated “mission
critical” ICT platforms. The ability to draw on insights from big data, to enable
better business decision making, relies on the ability for disparate “mission
critical” systems to gather data from (usually remote) operational sites. The
value of information is dependent on the ability for large volumes of data to
be able to be transmitted securely and with minimal latency. High speed,
resilient and secure network infrastructure availability across Victoria will
enable Victorian businesses, especially businesses that run rural/regional
operations, to leverage big data for amplified business intelligence and
thereby significantly increasing their competitive advantage.

ICT is being viewed as a key enabler for the growth of ICT Technology
companies within Victoria
•

ICT companies report a range of factors as barriers to company growth, the major one being the
cost of doing business (identified by 72 per cent of respondents, up from 66 per cent the
previous year).

•

Forty-seven per cent of ICT companies report global economic conditions as a barrier to growth
and 59 per cent of ICT companies rate domestic economic conditions as a barrier (up from 54
per cent in 2013).

•

Forty-two per cent of companies named access to skilled employees as a barrier; however 82
per cent of Victorian ICT companies reported they were able to access the skills they need for
current operations.

•

Fifty-two per cent named cost of research and development as a barrier while access to finance
was seen as a barrier by 47 per cent of companies.

•

Technology developments were seen as key enablers of growth with cloud infrastructure singled
out as a driver of products and services by 63 per cent of respondent companies along with data
as a service (63 per cent) and the National Broadband Network (37 per cent) (DSDBI, 2015).
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The Victorian Government has also acknowledged the potential benefits
from opening up government data sets to the public though its DataVic
website and the DataVic Access Policy Guidelines. The intent of the policy is
to support research and education; promote innovation; support
improvements in productivity and stimulate growth in the Victorian economy;
and, enhance sharing of, and access to, information-rich resources to
support evidence-based decision making in the public sector.
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